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arq a church, a dwelling house, and five house at Batticotta, and also at Tillipally
1era, “ Nq.” « Do you really resolve to an
other small buildings, two yards, a garden, will be covered with them. The fruit of
strive against every sin 1”-—“ Yes,” after oil
four
wells, eleven margosa trees, and fifty- the tree constitutes the principal food of
a
pause,
from
most,
J*
On
What
are
you
fou
{
in
Briif?h
subject*,
and
as
it
can
scarcely
FLEii,'“”
THE
one palmyra trees; all belonging to the the natives one half of the year. Thirty
i be carried on any where on the North- <depending for forgiveness of your sins
- on>
Ceylon government. That you may/khow or forty trees will support a family. Tho
AFRICAN INSTITUTION
,westero «D«st of Africa without their agen Three said, “ On Jesus fo the others said, Ce
cy,
——
c immediate or remote* such regulations “ On prayer •” but, af toward, “ On Je- in what state we found them, we give a tree often grows to the height of more than
(Concluded from page 29.J
?
aappear, fo j.he case of Spain, to be most sus {’* « Have you ill fill against any sh<
short description of them.
100 feet without branches, and the trunk
one, or any one against jau
Two sta11. The church. This is said to be the through, this extent -continuing of an uni»
STATE OF WESTERN AFRICA.
1imperiously called for« ' .
finest church in the whole district, land in form size, being from twelve to fifteen or <
The
institution
will
not
fail
to
continue
te<J
instances
:
others
said;
at
once,
«
No.”
fine
Slave Trade.
.
the best state of repair. It was first built eighteen inches in diameter. The fruit
j its utmost, exertions for the removal of Some answered these quustions more rea- the
The Subscribers were informed, in the these
t
dily and directly than others.
by the Portuguese, when they were mas grows among the large leaves, which form
en>i|mous evils.
;
last Report, that Dr. Hogan had gone out j
ters
ftt/kny of Sierra J^pone.
When I asked one, foHave you any ter of the island in the sixteenth century, a circle of ten or twelve feet in diameter
as Chief Justice to Sierra Leone ; and thedU
With respect to the stale of the Colony ithing particular that yet would wish to (as were all these churches and houses,) around the top. The cocoa-nut tree grows
Directors expressed their persuasion that 4'of
■ c Si^&^Leone, the Chief Justice .makes say ?” He answered, “ 1 lave nothing par- one
and repaired by the-Dutch in I678^as ap and bears fruit in a similar maimer, except j
he was anxiously disposed to further the i tthe f^°cning very striking remarks
pears by the date on the -western 'fend of that the leaves are much longer, a single I
ticular to say; but I segia take the Lord’s pea
objects of the Institution. In this hope"? **
the building. This is the reason why it is leaf being commonly twelve or fifteen feet |
9 thought, that, in the in- Supper that 1 must mi I my heart.” 1 the
they have hot been disappointed; By in- i ffanev 1,
k—w.v state of repair than the oth- ji in lcngtA._jrhe_cecoa.BUt does not «r.o^
seitlcmebt, the ccrtaifov of told himjhst
r~
kso erect, as
rf™ . *
too
telligence received from that able and en^.- ?
is. muc^ghte^, g.——•
ought io he the main"’ aabout his sins; Hesaioy*1’ Alt the week long »»!
lightened friend • to —
1795-6, the church and houses were niuesrr’
ai i iveil at bierre Leone |-^
L*«flder«tttotb TVe little vtchtsitude* of fmy consciehce has been; so troubling me ITS
and have been since fast going, jail. cabbage with long leaves That has no
I early in l8l 6; and that, in the short space “occasional blight or partial bloom, if they ffor my sins ! I have nothing in my mind neglected,
nef
to <decay. Many of the walls are much head, will give you some idea of the shape
L of six months, he had, in the discharge of do not materially affect the vitality of the but
to
t to pray to God to forgive my sins.”
broken by the banians which grow, in them, .- of these curious and very useful trees.
his official duty, rescued from the nfiseries trunk,
t
When I asked another if he was in cha- hra
are scarcely ever worthy of the at
of a hopeless bondage, qnd placed fo a ttention of a statesman, who wishes to le- rrity With every one, he said, ‘‘ 1 have for-. and
an<i break them down. This church has.,
however, received very little injury from
MISSION AT TILLIPALLY.
state of freedom and comparative happi- „gislate for a lengthened series if genera- fgiven all; but I am afraid ■ ■■ ■— has not hot
But the walls of the dwelling-house
ness, more than 1500 of our fellow crea- tlions, and to provide for the interests of a ■ forgiven
me.” He then told me the par- them.
the
1
are much broken.1 /The church is a very Extractfrom the Journal of Messrs.W artores. He had been most assiduously en- remote
r
posterity. I compassitnate the tticular* of the quarrel, when it appeared are
ren and Poor, .American Missionaries
large and noble building. It is 171 feet in
gaged fo the investigation of the slave can- ,weakness, -therefore, that can dwell with tthat his offending was accidental.
lar!
at Tillipally in the Inland of Ceylon.
length-on the outside, 163 bn the inside,
aes,which had come before him ; and,early cemphasis on the minute fractions of good
I asked another, if any thing particular l*n
walls
four
feet
thick.
The
width
of
it
is
fo the month of October last,had already de- tor of evil, which may have resulted from iwas in his mind ; he answered, “ I should wa
Sabbath,Oct.20,1816.—D. Bast,Esq spent
65 feet bn the outside, and 57 on the in the day with us. In the morning about 30
elded twenty two of those causes. But,of all any
a
to pray more to God.”
6_5
particular system of measures at such like
1
The walls are not high, and they people came to the bouse to hear what we
these,.only one vessel was restored to her a8 period of prematurity. For qy own j One, at first, said, that he should go as side.
s*d
owners; and, even on that case, the Chief .part 1 am perfectly satisfied to find a solid ! trighteous: probably meaning, that he have
ha, no galleries in this country. There had to say. We explained to them the
is no roof oh the church, but the walls; pil object of our coming to dwell among them,
Justice entertained great doubts whether foundation
j
of British pre-eminence, and of sshould do right in going ; for when I ex- 151
she, top, ought not to have been condem- African civilization, laid here within the saroined him further, he said, “ 1 have done S lars,
*ar and arches are almost entire. They and the manner in which we should pro
are built principally of coral stones, which ceed in accomplishing it. They professed
ned.
.
.5
are
. short space of otic quarter of a cettury. 1plenty Wrong, Sir.”
appear
to grow harder by” exposure to the to be well pleased with our intentions, and
The Slaves, Dr. Hojitm observes, who jA population of 10,000 free meh collected
’April 14,1816. Sunday.—This has been aPI
sun. Many of the buildings have already expressed a wish to have their children in
have been relca^ti iir"«:dh$equence of his (on one spot so favorably situated, and f uid- <an interesting and important day for the SUI
stood
nearly
three hundred years, and structed. At the suggestion of Mr. Bast,
decisions; bear, (though upwards of 1500) (ed and governed with a view to such toble tdear elder Children at Bashia.
st0
would probably stand as much longer were we appointed a meeting to. be held next
but a very insignificant proportion to those £and ennobling objects, forms too grand a
Soon after ten o’clock the Bashia chil- wo
proper care taken of them. From one. end Sabbath at Mallagum, two miles distant
who have been carried off into slavery «stride in the moral match of human afi»irs, <dren came. Before service I called the ijr<
of the churcl to the Othjer, at an equal dis toward Jaffaapatam in Mr.B’s. court house. —
within the same period. When the Colo- ,not to fix the attention of an enlightened iwhole thirteen, with whom I had talked °«1
tance from a line drawn through the cen This gentleman, a native of Dutch descent,
nial Brig returned to Sierra. Leone, some (observer, and cast into the shade every <on the subject, into my bed-room, and told tar
months ago, she had previously, but incf- jlesser consideration; When it is remem- Ithem, that there were several good chil- tre,
tre run two rows of massy pillars, 20 in is a sitting magistrate, and holds bis court
10 feet in circumference, at Mallagum. His jurisdiction extends
fectually chased three vessels from the [bered* besides, that the numbers now actfo <dren among them, whom I thought it bet- number,.each
nu
Havana, full of Negroes, off Cape Mount; sally in a course of intellectual cultivation, 1ter not to admit, because they did not fully supporting
eighteen fine arches, which are over fourteen parishes in this district- Ho
SU1
so much higher than the walls of the appears to be a truly pious man ; takes a
and certain intelligence had subsequently jin the various schools and public institu- ’understand the nature of the ordinance, or so
As to support the roof. The width lively interest in our settling here, and we
been received at the. Colony, of four other ttion in this Colony, exceed 1000, you will 1were not in a suitable disposition; By the church
ca<
vessels having arrived at Cape Mount, and (do justice to the feeling that leads me to the time
the Lord’s Supper would be again of the/hurch is so great; that a roof could think will afford us much assistance in our
’
at the Gallinas for slaves. From every indulgenceof
j
not otherwise be easily Supported. We missionary work.
prospective rather thahof re- iadministered, they Would know more about no1
quarter, on every side of Sierra Leone, au- ttrospective views; to a calm.and encoura it, and might be fully prepared to be ad-^ ave
Sabbath 27.—This morning sixty per
ar< anxious to cover the building as soon
tbentfo^Accounts had been received there jging anticipation of the future, in prefe mitted to it.
as we have the means in our power; Two sons came to us. We held worship in
4s,
thirds
of
it
will
be
sufficiently
large
to
of Slave Ships carrying off their wretched ,rence to a Captious discussion of the past;
our
house. Sung in English, prayed in
The Church was quite filled wfth Chil- tbi
any congregation that we, or our Malabar, by the assistapee of an interpre
cargoes, in the greatest numbers and tto a settled; firm, and immoveable convic- <dren, Grumettas, and some natives. They contain
cor
shall
probably
ever
be
able
to',
misery.
ttion, that the good or evil management of iseemed attentive whilst I explained the successors,
ter, and expounded the 2d chapter of St.
suc
The River Gambia alone, it seems,along jformer times can have no other effect, in <doctrine of the resurrected of Chriat, and $ol
collect. By making a partition we can Matthew’s Gospel, concluded with singing,^
the whole of that part of the Coast of Afvir ,the revival of contentious questions re- 'the beftfit* which believK* obtain thereby; have
bai one third of it for school rooms, or and prayer. After the services we l>a<s|
....y*w:—tl ojiSg*
ca, with the exception, perhaps, of the ,specting it, than to create disunion betweeh r.,
, some cawxwwiwwt
.. .. J nf,Trrprf1
(be Lord’aSup*.. for, a printing press- sboultLwe
were ready to acknowledge that what we i
~ovcasluif.tu usHUL&r that purpose!’ '
immediate viefouv of, Sierra Leonty -had I (
’ pey to ivlf. tfnu ^iiS.TfoBRrtpr, MrC and Mrs. 'OCI
"■ been stnrcewCilly purged dFrtlWAtrafficers 1 ,commoifoause. TUK6 ln» voiony, inere- wenzel, Mr. and M/s. Wilhelm, Mr.
2. The dwelling-house. This is only had said to them was good, and expressed
in human flesh. Four of the cases which fore, as it is; arid, looking steadily, to the Harrison—-Stephen Ciulker, Jacob Ren- one
oni story high, according to the custom of a wish that we might preach to them eve
have already been mentioned as decided great objects which it was from its first ner, Simeon Wilhelm, Geo. Lancaster, the
the country. It is more than 100 feet in ry Sabbath. We are aware that very un
by Dr. Hogan, and one of those waiting for settlement intended to promote, am well William Butscher, and Jane Welsh. It ler
length, and 41 or 42 in breadth. It will worthy motives may induce this people to
his adjudicatioiwere from that river.
contain eight rooms, .five of which are come to us; but we are gratified in having
was truly pleasing to, foe the children re- coi
contest.
It appears, that even the Portuguese,
large, and three smaller ones. The house ; an opportunity of opening to‘them the
“ Tbetfo is no doubt much, very much,, ceive it with a serious and humble spirit; lar
now that some more effectual regulations to deplore, on the score of religion, on the and I pray and hope, that their souls may fe<
requires a great deal of repairing before I treasures of the Gospel, hoping that in due
have been adopted by the Government of score of morals, on thts score of manners, be strengthened by it.
it ’will be a suitable habitation for two. fa- I time, God will bless the means of his own
the Brazils, to prevent its subject from1 or of the social tact, as derived from both
milies. The walls are broken in many Jj appointment. In consequence of heavy
The natives, and the othet children, mi
carrying on the Slave Trade to the North- religion and morals; on the score of de stayed during the communion service.
.places by the banian trees. We found it 'i rains we had no meeting at Mallagum. In
^ph
Ward of the Line, look to the frauds and praved; hut inveterate habits, and of lingwithout a roof, doors or windows; in short, i the afternoon held worship in the family,
After we returned, I assembled the chil- wi
forgeries of the Havana to cover them1 ering barbarism, and tardy improvement: dren who had received the -Lord’s Supper, no
nothing remained but the walls and floors, |i
Wednesday 30. We see some good cffrom confiscation, in their evasion of the yet I distinctly perceive all the principal in order to give them suitable counsel and which
are of brick. This, in the time of !' fectsofthe Rev. Mr. Palm’s exertions awl
orders of their own Government, and in1 elements of social order and effectual civi- admonitions. I reminded them, that now thi
the Dutch, was the country seat of the se- ,| mong this people, though he labored un
their criminal violation of its treaty with1 lization in existence and vigor; requiring the eyes of others would be upon them ; c0
cond officer in command at Jaffna; It may i der great disadvantages. The prejudices
Great Britain, One case of this descrip- only the care of a skilful hand to mould that they would disappoint our hopes and be made a very convenient and pleasant of the people are in’ some degree removed;
•■had some months ago, come before the1 them into form, and to collect (com them, incur great guilt; if they walked inconsist- h>
habitation, and the expense will not be some knowledge of Christianity was com
Chief Justice ot Sierra Leone ; and, gene in that state, the early fruits of a successful ently with a Christian profession. I then ve
very great, as labor is cheap in this coun municated, arid here are ten or twelve boys
rally, the Portuguese brought into that and rapid cultivation.”
try, and particularly in this district. But who attended his school, now wishing to
said, “ I will give you two directions
tri
port made no secret of its being the inten‘
It is with the1 deepest regret that the Di- Be regular in private prayer, morning and it requires a large stock of patience to wait be instructed by us. Though we are not
tion of their owners at Bahia to resort to’ rectors have, within these few days,receiv evening—and read your Bible daily.” I fo
for these workmen to accomplish any ready to open a school, yet as these boys
this fraudulent mode of carrying on their ed intelligence that the able and upright then enlarged on these duties, and prayed thing,
as they are uncommonly lazy, and are daily with us, we have given them pas
th
prohibited traffic at Whidah, Popo, and' magistrate who expressed these sentiments with them.
have many feast days, and other things to sages of Scripture written on ollas, which
ha
Onim; the slaves obtained south of the‘ is how no more. His loss to the Colony
interrupt them.
they commit with surprising facility.—
An affecting incident, which took place in
line not being held, as they alleged, in[ cannot be too much lamented3. The five small building's; These they are also learning the English alphabet.
among the children, will awaken hope re
equal estimation with the slaves procured‘
are a kitchen, a stable, a guard house, and
specting them.
ar
FUNDS.
Tuesday 12. Engaged in studying the
at those places.
two other Small out houses. The walls of Tamul language. We much need the
The Directors must again appeal, and
The elder .boys often choose and repeat tv
If the im munity of the Spanish flag from1 they trust not without effect, to the libera- the Psalm which; is to be sung in Family some of these are considerably broken, and assistance of some one who is acquainted
visitation and search; when employed fo1 , lity of the British public, in behalf of a worship. One of the boys having behaved al
all are without roofs or windows.
with the grammar and principles of the
covering Portuguese, French, American,’ cause in which the nation has so frequent- perversely was reproved by Mr. Renner,
4. The yards. There are two of these language. Such a person it is extremely
and even British property embarked in the5 ly and unequivocally testified its deep in- who told him the evil and danger of sin. directly
back
of
the
house,
and
about
57
difficult, if not impossible, to obtain on this
di
slave trade; should be recognized, it is'ob“ terest—an appeal, which, notwithstanding The boy seemed much affected by the ad- ‘- feet by 25. They are surrounded by a.. island. We have one set of elementary
vious with what facility the British aboli‘ all the obloquy that has been so largely monition. It was his. turn to choose the wall
about eight feet high, built of thel‘, books. Books of this description cannot
w
tion acts may be rendered a dead letter;’ and Unjustly heaped on the institution, they Psalm, on the evening.of the day in which 85
same materials as the walls of the house.
be purchased here. On the continent they
and the abandonment or restriction of the5 are disposed fo believe will not be in vain. he had been reproved. He chose the
5. The garden. From the large yardI are scarce, and excessively dear. Malleslave trade, by other nations, a perfectL Let our owq, suffering countrymen be the fifty-first psalm, beginning,
bback of the house, you enter the gardeni appa, our interpreter, is able to assist us in
mockery of the feelings of humanity—a1 first objects oi a Briton’s consideration ;
“ Have pity, Lord ! ,0 Lord, forgive !
tlthrough a door. The garden containsl construing and pronouncing the language.
mere idle, ostentatious, and delusive pa but letj^iwa not forget the duty which is
Let a repenting rebel live.
aabout one acre and three fourths of land,, He is the son of a native clergyman, is prerade of regard to the claims of liberalityF owing^p^^vhich he is nationally pledged He repeated it eyidentljj^sdcr great de- oOf nearly half of the whole.- It is enclosedI paring for the ministry, and we think,
hby a fine wall, built of coral stone laid ini gives some evidence of possessing the esand justice.
to discharge, toward bis brethren of Afri- pression, till he came to these words—
“ Though sudden vengeance seize my breath.”’ smortar, and at the top fixed in the form off sential qualifications.
It would, indeed, be a most mortifying» ca; And let him also recollect, that a cpmreflection, if, alter all the efforts made byF II paratively trifling sum will enable the in- The poor lad here paused—he could go» aa roof to shed the Fain. It is nine feet high..
This day we made our first visits among
ibis nation for the total abolition of thiss ii stitution to go on in its great work of ex- no farther—-he burst into tears—the whole5 jIt must have been built at great expense.. the natives. We visited two sick women;
detestable traffic, British officers and sea- i! tending civilization, and spreading light School sympathized with him, and were‘ qThe quality of the soil is not quite so good1 the one a poor widow, the mother of an ac
men were constrained to look tamely on,’ I and information upon that extensive con- evidently deeply affected. We know whoJ aas that around Tillipally.
tive intelligent little boy, who has expresShas said, A broken and contrite heart, O'
whilst the felons of their own nation, and I tinent.
6. The wells. Three of these are inn ed an earnest desire to come and write pasGod, thou wilt not desfiise.
jthe garden to water it in the dry season,andd sages of Scripture with the other boys, but
the pirates of their pirate like slave dealers
of other connnies, could securely prose'
HEATHEN CHILDREN.
DESCRIPTION OF BATTICOTTA, 'one very excellent one in the large yardi was under the necessity of using every excute tfo.tr nefarious practices ; and cover
very near the house. The water in themn ertion with his two brothers, to procure
themselves from penalty or prosecution byF | [Extract from Bickersteth’i Journal of Visits to
to be good, though we have notit rice for the family. After proper inquiry,
> TAe Missionary-' ‘' Station
■----- of Messrs. Rich- *appears
a flag fraudulently assumed, and no less8
Missionary Stations.]
" jyet had sufficient time and opportunity too we concluded to give him two measures—_
ards and Meigs, in the Island of Cey-“ £ascertain.
fraudulently granted to them. Yet thisa
nearly two quarts of rice, worth four cents
/on. Extracted from their Journal of
mu?t be the unquestionable result, if no ini- CoRversa/ion wirA the Elder Boys in pre-f
7. The trees. The eleven margosa treess per week, which will enable him to devote
/tararion/br /Ac Lord's Supper.
Oct.l2\S.
.are in front of the house,; between it andd his time to study. We also gave him a
ternational regulaifooa are adopted for vi-isiting, e*rn fo time of peace, vessels underr
Canofee,in l-Vestern Jlfrica, dfiril 13,
Batticotta lies about six miles N. W. of
if tthe church, which is about twenty rodsIs cubit of cloth, which serves for a full dress,
whatever flae^which foay be engaged inn 1816.—I then called the boys together, toa the fort of Jaffnapatam, about half a milec Ifrom the house. The‘margosa tree makesis which he very much needed. He did not
the slave trade.
converse with them, for the last time, onJ from the sea-shore, and in sight of it. Thee >i-very good timber and boards, and from thee need a knowledge of our languge to exIn the case of Spain, the evil is one of
’* the subject of the Lord’s Supper.
situation is pleasant and airy. Althoughh nut
i
a valuable oil is expressed. The fiftyy press to us his feelings. His countenance
peculiar aggravation ; for the sovereign of
’f
Those whom I admitted, stated, in an-- it is surrounded on three sides by fiaddy,
<
r, one
palmyras are all but one in the garden,i. and gestures manifested the gladness of
that country has no territory, nor even any7 swer to' questions which I proposed too (rice) fields, yet the ground on which it
< this number 29 are fruitful and 23 aree his heart, in being placed in sudb favorable
it Of
footing, on the whole line of the Coast of each, separately and by himself, that theyy stands is dry and healthy. On the northh 1barren. Of this tree there are the malee circumstances. On visiting this boy’s
Africa. Great Britain, on the contrary,
F> I1 wished to go to the Sacrament—u Why ?”” towards Changane the land is a little Highi- iand female. Both are necessary. Thee mother, we were pleased to.see, suspended
has established numerous settlements onn I «»« Because it is Christ’s command.”—- er and very dry. It may be well to remark
k Ifemale tree only bears fruit, and is goodd from the roof of the cottage, a number of
the northern part of it; and, Where shee « What do you feel about your sins
- here, that the whole district of Jaffna, unl- Ifor timber. The rafters of all these housess ollas on which were written the passages
does not claim dominion, exercises a right
»t I1 « Sorry for them.” “ How shall you comee like the middle and southern parts of the
ie are made of this tree. The leaf of thisis of Scripture which the other boys had
of mperintendance over her varfous sub- I to the Lord’s Table ?”—« As a sinner.”” Island, is very level ; though the land is a Itree forms the Olla, so much used by thee learned, and which this had transcribed,
jcctSj Who are spread in great numbers
9 u What do the bread and wine represent ?”” few feet higher in some places than inn Inatives instead of paper. It is also muchh On asking the woman if she had any know*
along the whole Western Coast oi North-,
’■ —w The body and blood of Christ.” “ Whyy others. All the ground belonging to the
ie useditp form the roofs of houses, and itit ledge of Christianity, she replied, that she
cm Africa.
do you eat 6r drink them
“ In rememi- place at Batticotta amounts by measure:- answers, very well for two or three years,3, knew only what her son had read to her
Vessels under the Spanish flag have no
10 brancc of his death.” “ Have you exatn-i- ment to three acres, three roods, eleven
in when it must be renewed. The ollas aree from the ollas. The other woman whom
ohjea fo visiting these parts, but to carry
7 ined yourself
Four said,« Yes”—oth-i- perches, and 15S links. On this ground
id cheap, easily procured and put on. Thee we visited was a nerson Who had sent th
slaves j and, as a participaAE^WOja^FARTRAMT. ; on
Jtion iholes^Xr^c
has been declared fefony

jt
frdfo'-h"7ng^dueatcfl ItXbe most hoviUe ■ »-*
»><
I2 sincp that dine,. Making in.ull 34 ; 9. Peace thus preaching peace to them: that' mortal
us for medicine. At tach place about 40 ing on the subject of their difficulties, and 12
idolatry, and otTnnging HTnv’up iflthe “p.iflBj t
a day of the following week as a of
of whom were T^ceivetthy letters from sis- b' were afar, and by the charms of his. voice; and an munition of the Lord.” Think ofthi^/yg
persons gathfiicd aiowfd us, and thus gave1 •<appointed
1
te’r churches; atid 25 by a relation of their-I and the efficacy of his blood, bl inking tliem ,I Christian. tnothers aud syfers { and withhold >fct;
of fasting and prayer. The sue- tet
us a favorable opportunity uf addicssing treason
t
nigh unto God 5 O, how nigh !—^Children I the trjt’ing contribution ^required to ,^ave these
week the church met bn the same religious exper^rice.
■■ them on the subject oF the Christian Rfe- cecdiiig
<
j po creatures from destruction.
- poor
This revivalyrevaileckiu the Baptist So ■ of baptism, where are you ? Is Gddi'ih awbusiness,
and
happily
it
was
a
season
of
ligion.
?'
■ The Directors are aware* that object ions h ave ■
1 sorrow and gladness; every ..eye was bath- ' ciety
ci< in this town; .rind perjiaps in propor-* ful anger, going to pass you bv, aii^inake II been^mwle
to “ seudirtg our money to a dwtaece^..
tion
to their nufobefwas as-great sis with1 to hinistll a-people out ofthose wbd' were i! he
I
ediii
tears,
every
countenance
glowed
with
!
tic
while there is so much to be done at home.” but t ..
REVIVAL IN SHOREHAM, VT.
! ;
' ! .joy. The members of the church, male Ils;
ps Previous to flie^fevlVai among us, the; nbt a peopie ? Children of bapjisro^awoke haVe.we not enough'to enable us to do something •
found "access into a part of thei from this slumber, and consider the-Tuivi- bo
' .and
fepiale, mutually' confessed thriir faults, Methodists
M
both at home and abroad ? Do religion and virtue • ■
Prom /he Pcfigmiw fn/efftg«Jcer.
i
by flourish
fl0
the less at home for being extended .
.iuhabite^chiefly by, Universalists,, leges? which have been scaled to
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.
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.
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to us ; but unto thy name be a.ll the glory.” turned from a missionary tour through, the. | 1818, the following ladies were elected officers of
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latter part of the year 1802, a revival of rc-• gion .commenced in Middlebury;. June,
Yo.urs, dear^Sir, with respect,
Illinois Territory. Nothing of an interest-*'. tion
ti( : Mrs. Sangrr, President r Mts.Gromc15’e Ifll^and extended to other towns: Aseligion commenced, and continued into the.
- Dxnibl G. Mouton.
.. ing nature occurred, during my travels;—* 1[ Due.
p aw, Treasurer • .Miss -Rebecca Rookkh,.'
Shorehatni Ft. Jin. H, 1818. ' '•
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I ' Secretary;
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and ten Afonag<r.».
tile latter'part of the year 1804,' and con1- the ooontry during the spring,stvmmer,^jd
t I (The reader is referred to an article on this suband religious instruction j and, 89 might,
autumn of the year 1816,which occasioned
tinued during the whole of the year 1805,
p,' 1 ject
on the first page in this paper.]
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were appointed. The ball was but Thinly
I}' I1 sue ba time and on such an occasion, ren- tion and etcrnaPlii'e. I trust in God, that
hat with deep regret,)' that they have met with conn- ■ 1well doing ; and they cannot but notice, with peof I culiar
<
sensibility, the liberal-aid they have receive
auended; for some of the managers, and
l(l I dered the season .peculiarly solemn. As all the inhabitants of this town and its vi siderabie oppositition in prosecuting th«, objectsiof
.
the society, yet their success has greatly exceed< from the female part of the Christian communi■d- ed
ihaiiy qt the'youth, preferred the house of I they had cbni^ej'iced a oew year, many
cinity, will be made to participate in the
ed
their
most
sanguine
expectations
;
and
they
1
ey
ty.
They
Wish the daughters of Zion may !ai-geprayer to the place of amusement. 'I'he
i
id I seemed resolved to live a new life,
just and amiable-'effects of this interposi
qe j ly
>81' rejoice that they have been enabled to produce
1 share in the imperialablq riches'of the gospel,
work had now evidently begun, and from
in i'
A solemn stillness characterized the tion of;liis mercy. A general. seriousness
css honorable testimonials, that the hearts of many
ny | 1The Directors oontinue to -sSncit the patronage
this tthis it rapidly increased. To use the
•e' work. A stranger probably would have prevails ; dissipation is declining ; and soso Christians in their city are engaged in tbe gloriri- | 1and. charities of the Christian public ; -and would
language of Mr, Cheevcr, the faithful and
'd | discovered nothing unusual in the place j ciety"already feels .the good effects of the
ihe 1 ous cause of evangelizing the heathen; „
give notice that any monies left with the lion,
That the establishment of free schools under
ler .| Daniel-Waldo, in Worcester, or transmitted to
honored instrument of promoting the gio4* Ij while the observing Christian could but change that fro* been- experienced. Reli .
I the.direction of the missionaries, for-thc-education
on I the Treasurer, in Millbury, for the use of the Sotious work, it was now a rare thing lor.
?.f. see that Jcfrovah was among us in very gion is a hweevthmg. /The Lord bring ..a”
all | of hpathen children, is one of the easiest and most
jst [ 1ciety, will be thankfully received and faithfully
a iiUiub.-v of weeks that we held a confer*'• deed. Modesty and diffidenccoftheir hope I his poof lost' creatures home to himself,
elf, j certain methods of introducing Christianity among
ng I iapplied. By, order, of the Board,
kni-t, v ithout hearing both the groans of
“f were characteristic of converts. They were that we may all glorify his name, and be | them, hone, who have paid aiiy attention to the
he I
JOSEPH GOFFE,) PuW«7*«sg '
fhc wounded, and the songs of the deliver*
subject, will doubt. It becomes, the duty, therert of various ages from 50 down to 11 years. ! happy forever !
re- 1
WARREN FAY: C Cbm.wWee.
't»s =^==-L----- — 1
■ ■■■'
tul.** The heavens were bowed, the Holy
Btir
°f aft who desire the extension of Christ’s
!>' . Ihfidclity and other delusions fled before
1 forgot tbi mention, that among-our
.
kingdom in the world, to contribute of their subib- 1|
EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
. . r.
fl'vist descended, and sinneis were evi
>• the light and power of tt.uth ; and some, 1 hopeful converts there arefouradnlts,who
nd
P-roMrfenee, FeA. 17.—»It is understood, tha^a
* *10 stance towards the accomplishment of this grand
dently born again; but the church was
is who had long bcejt -held in the chains of' received baptism—all heads'df families.—
“““ design.;
"
.. .
new Episcopal Society has recently been forme'd
siiilf divided- lit the midst of* this unhapj
P*‘ I desiructive heresy, were redeemed, from It is pleasing to see ‘‘ the' Captain of salvavaIn has been estimated by oiir missionaries in In[n- at Chepachet^ in Gloucester, by the name of
by schism, it is believed that some pari of
°f Ij its thraldom, and made to grace tbe tri- 1| lion,”,thus enter into .the heart of Satan’s
,1,’* dia, that “' the total expense of a schoolrConsistst- Christ’s Church—and that a petition will be prett,c church was favored with the spirit of Ij urriphs of the cross. On th'c feth of Jan. 1 kingdom, and thence bring out-trophies ol
ed ferred to the Honorable.^ General Assembly fox an
_r ing of fifty children, need not exceed one hundred
and
fifty
dollars
a
year.’*.
Upon
thia
calculation,
>n, act of incorporation. It is also understood that a
gf rtcc'atid supplication. On Saturday, af- I 1817, there were 9 persons received, into I the .riehcaan$ power of hit-grace. Haw
si¥ annual subscribers to the Female Mite Socieie- valuable; tor of land has been presented to smd
tgr thaiiksgiving, the church had a meetI* ji the church ; on the 23d of Ajarch, 13j, apt! j delightlui- to see tbe’ Great Preneher. of
of ty, a?e th.e*instriijnehU..nf saying;One feiipw.im;
m- . Society, by Joseph ’.Vilmarsh,- Esq. ofthat riPa»e.

I

[S5 ,]
j unable to detect the secret operations of his mind,, i•
and as little desirous to decide the question thatt •‘
I can he inexenibly settled only' at the Supreme j{
’ !
c
I .Tribunal,
^respecting, bis real character, we are.I
q
! ■'.
free to say. Would to God that all kings walked1 jj
! bcforefGod with as perfect a heart. Much may_ 1
1
be expected from tho influence of such ruifonarch1 II
!, —much
_
to the interests of Zion—much to thei jI
I* ccause of human happiness. Let the rulers of the» j
1! world
v
unanimously adopt the sentiments of the.
I n
royal proclamation under remark, and wars wouldj

Friday, the 20th of March next, is appointed
or tho “ Christian' Fast,” in Connecticut, the pre.sent year.
-■» —
' On the 43th inst. at Woodstock, Vermont, Samuel E. Godfrey was executed for the crime of murder. He had been convicted at 4hree different
trials; Immediately before his execution he was
earned to the meeting-house,- where a suitable
sermon was preached by the Revi Elder Howard.
[An interesting letter addressed to;Jiim, previous
to his execution, will be found in gage 36.]

™

| Worcesters.Christian Psalmody.

DOMESTIC NKWS.
T; Armstrong, Theological Printer
* and Bookseller, JVb. '50, Cornhill, Boston,
Latestfrom Amelia Island.
has recently published a SECOND EDITION of
BOSTON, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1818.
The sloop James, captain Vincent,, arrived at .CHRISTIAN-PSALMODY, i/i large and small
c
Charleston, on the 10th inst. in threp days from 'sizes. The Preface will fully shew the design of
Si
St. Mary’s. Capt. V. states, that all 'was quiet .the work ; a few extracts from it follows i»
We. cannot notice particularly every remark
ai
at Amelia Island, that Colonel Bankhead, acting
Among the psalmists of the Christian Church,
that'is worthy of comment in those selections we
ai
as Military Commander and Civil Magistrate,had
Hr. WATTS, stands pre-eminent. Hia/Pealms aid
make for our paper. Nor is it neefessary ; for we
»
given
great satisfaction to all parties. Cornmo-. Hymns have an established and consecrated char
d<
doubt not that our readers generally, indulge
dore Aury, with his two brigs of war, the Mexi
acter ; and to Christians of sound piety and cor
=7--................... ■■■■
-------------- - --------------------------- , Cican Congress, and American Libre, was expected
suitable reflections on the most important articles,
rect taste, it is a ,matter of devout gratulatino and
to sail for South America in about 8 days,
MASSACHUSETTS LEGjtSLATURE. t<
thankfulness, that they are so extepsivly used,
and of coiirse they need not
hand to point
and so highly venerated. The TSook, however,
In Senate, Feb. 14.
out the beauties which they ought to observe, or I ccease to the ends of the earth—righteousness and1 I
z Indian Warfare.like the best of human works, has its imperfeci Ij
BiUs passed to be enacted.—To incorporate the
the instruction they ought to receive. Sometimes I p
peace would . universally triumph—every man'
Accounts from Milledgeville to Feb. 3, mention .- tions. In regard to-some subjects it is redundant,
that Gen; Glascock had passed through that town in regard to others it is deficient; and some of its
however, v.’c feci it our privilege to lay hold ol Ij would
y
sit under his own vine and fig-tree, havingr i New-England Glass Company ; the Thomaston tl
from the frontiers, on his way to Augusta, for the contents fall very considerably below its general
a thought that iydnddeqtaHy brought forward, ! nnone to niolest him, or make him afraid. Let the’ Coal and Mineral Company; the Trustees of the fr
9 South-Berwick Ministerial Fund; and the Spring- p
purpose of raising a second detachment of militia.
excellence. These imperfections have been ex
and separatingiCfrom.itscqnncxion^, to holdit ^ .]J v
wise and the noble, the rich and the powerful,> field Stock Bank.
1]
His former detachment of 1000 drafted men,- al tensively felt and acknowledged ; and for the re
more distinctly to the light, that if" may engage j| j-listen to the voice of the first of European sove
Feb. 17;—The following bills passed to be tl
though they pushed on With great vigor, had Dot medy of them, various attempts have been made
j
enacted
(in
both
Houses)—To
incorporate
the
r<
reached,
the
seat
of
war
when
the
period
of
ser
a greater share of attention than it would be likely f|reigns, ajid imitate him in ascribing glory to G°d
with various success. By what has been done,
v
expired, and they were all discharged except however, the way has been opened for something
to receive in the atate in which it was introduced. aalone—in exerting the talents and employing the Howard Benevolent Society ; the Maine general vice
9 fishery bill; the new bill respecting Insurance a
about 60 men, who volunteered to remaintuntil, still further to be attempted. ’
suggestion was made by the Rev. Mr. Hum- * ■advantages
R
'.
'
tl
of station, whic^i are afforded, them,:y- Conipapies.
their places should be supplied by the new .draft.
The present work was undertaken from no spir
phrey in an accountof the “ Reriral ” jn the wes- ftfor disseminating the spirit of piety, and they will1
Feb. 18. Finished business.—-The following' Gen.
G
Jackson was on his way to Fort Scott, to take
it of innovation ; but from a sincere desire for the "
ci
command of the expedition.
tern country, published in our 7th number, which sshow that they live not in vain—that they are bills have passed both House's /o 6e enacted
improvement and stability of our publicPsalmody.
B For altering the times of holding the Supreme
Considerable
alarm
exists
among
the
inhabit
i
- On a careful examination of Dr. Watts's Book, it
certainly claims toe serious consideration of every’ j eentitlednjjy
to honors whicl^are imperi'sha-"■ Judicial Court within the Counties of Middlesex t:
tants of the town of Blakely, oh accountof the was found, or thought to be found, that it might
Christian,wlio rejoices in the triumphs of the cross, I j.ble. Otberwiep,let them feel their insignificance—- and Worcester;—regulating thq,Practice of Phy- r<
reported-movements of the hostile Indians..] Thir- be very considerably abridged, w ithout any detri
K
sic
.and
Surgery
to
incorporate*
the
Hawes
tj
The suggestion is as follows : *
ILand
a
’
ty
warriors
had
crossed
the
Perdido,
and
were
ment ;—that some entire Parts, and many stanzas
let .them pro°w, that the time is not far disPlace' [at South Boston] Society in Bostonto s; to be on their way to the town of Blakely,
wHere-I cannot hut remark, that if Christians, IJ tant
f
of other Parts, Of the Psalms, and that some, entire
when Sieir remembrance and their honors annex Asa Webb, with his polls and real estate to said
tl
they
had reached' the Cowpens,- killing- many
Hymns, and many stanzas of outers, might very
whenever-tliey hear or read an account ofa reviv"will ret together.
the Union Religious Society m the towns ofBrain- cattle,
ci
and committing other depredations.- The;. well be spared ; sis the subject matter and sential of religion, or the conversion of a sinner from
tree
and
Weymouth;—for
regulating.the
sale
of
ir
inhabitants of Blakely .were under arms.
. ments of them, were contained, and as well cr
toe-error ofhis ways, would Immediately retire to
AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY.
Salt and Grain ;—to establish a fond for the sup. better expressed, in what would still remain. By
their closets’, and praise God for this instance of
Nasiivii,pe(Tex-.) Ja» ?3.,
i such an abridgement some important advantages
divine grace, and pray that the good work might
W? nri*,9&Py fe pave it in ouj power; to an- port of the Gospel Ministry in the .town, qf l^loonio ’ field; to incorporate tJgt I i»l.C<uigregafioifhl PaYesterday Gen. JAcKSONleft thia, place fw Art' would be gained : redundancies would- bo fetren4 X2.EsrDF.NT _fl£ TM£ .VgayiL.
contlqtig and- increase where it is begun ; theitz-^l
'iiih
'in
Milton
;-^4or
We
.
X
. -Sra//^ tn take the command of the Border Ariny'.k kited ; passages of little merifwould beexcluded;
F—'V.
•"L../:-. lUrtSo/rv?
7Heads of the. Depart?
[j' called Alewives, iii Mattapoissei River ^^-46 in- £
believe there would' be much greater effusions off ments pf 5L4 general government have, by (heir
,.«i V,me Parts of Psalm* ami some Hymns, so prolix
‘
corporate fhe Society for removing obtfhictions in fHaynk, his Ihspector General; Dr. BRonAduh,
toe Hdly Spirit. If I may be aBoWed'toe eStpries-- 1respective coidri bu tions', become members for life,
and complex as seldom, perhathwvnr to bw given'
Kennebec River;—to incorporate the British Cha- h
his Chief Surgeon, and Capt. GtASSEW aiuf Lt'; ’’ dubin piiblic,would be reduced to convenient and
•iou,-speaking withfeverehce, “ God lores foharei’ ' ■of the Ahieripan Bible-Soc'.nty;
G adsden,'his Aids. Au c/u'Wrrn oefinowledge hisfavors." And when1
The patronage of this National Institution ap- ritable Society ;—in addition to the act relative to- -'G
excellent pod ions for use ; especially, room
A handsome, well equipped company, of young; Would be made for the admission of not a small.
they do this, he readily give them more. Werei' peais to borcofisiderably increasing, as the bene- timber lodged on' lands adjoining the Saeo river,
the practice just hinted at, universally adopted, wei fits which it ia coni'erring ori this part of the Chris-j_ and the waters connected with the same ;—to rmen, of Nashville and vicinity, accompany Gen.,'
It number of Select Hymns, from various authors,
j establish the town of Swanville;—to annex WilJ.Jackson, .as his body guard.
should doubtless- find- that true religion wouldI 1tian world become more extensively diffused and
±t eligible either for their sterling worth, or for their
■ liam Cleverly and others to the Union Religious
The two regiments of mounted volunteers of suitableness to supply the deficiencies of Watts.
spread more rapidly through the world than it ev
better understood.—JY. Y. Ch. Herald'.'
Society in the towns of Weymouth and Braintree.' West-Tesmessee,
V
will rendezvous at Fayetteville, ' And thus, if the design were judiciously executed
er has done, and'- there would be thousands off
-----/'<6.19.—The
two
Houses
concurred
in
a
resotl
the 31st January—Colonels Dyer and William- a body of Psalms and Hymns would be formed,
prayers daily offered up for the out-pouring of the5
The Constitution of “ The f'ermort Baptist
Holy Spirit, more than there is at present, and
Education Society,” is published in tht Middle lution, that it was inexpedient for the Legislature ■'r Ssion will command these regiments.
more compact, more complete, and more worthy
’ “ Our cheerful song would oftencr be,
bury Messenger of the 18th inst. The trst meet to take any furthep order on. the amendment of
of extensive adoption for permanent use, than any
the
Constitution
of
the
U.
S,
proposed
by
the
State
Savannah, (Geo.) Jan. 3l.,
*
• “ Hear what the Lordt. ath done for we."
ing of the Society is to be at Poultney, the 8th of
before presented to our churches.
To the high purposes of Psalmody, good and
if we inay trust to.the result of our own obser. Oct.’ next. ' We shall endeavor to give (he Co»r , of Kentucky, respecting the pay of Members of , Gen.-MiTCHELL has informed Governor Rabun,
Congress.’
tthat on the 22d inst. the Creek nation executed a- '- well adapted Tunes are esentially requisite. To .
stitution in our next.
vation, not to <uy experience, we cannot but. ad
Finished business—The following bills passed treaty,
t
by which they Ceded to the-JJ. S. for the aid the laudable exertions of respectable societies .
mit that the excitement of feeling among the chil*
both Houses to be enacted .*—To extend the capi- r|' use
u Of Georgia, two large tracts of land, for the and individuals, for the general and established
ESSEX AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
n tai of the Nantucket Phoenix Bank; anactexpla- I I ssum of 120,000 dollars. He says,-speaking of the use of such tunes, was a primary object of this
dren of God, by the “glad tidings” of Zion’s pros‘
AN Agricultural Society has been instituted in
Q natory of the marriage solemnization act; to in- I (Creeks, that ‘‘ the public papers are making false;.. work. It was found to be the opinion of many,
perity, too often passes away without leading toj Ithe County of Essex, and the following gentlemen
corporate the Attleborough Universal Society; to ;! iiimpressions', respecting them.”
well qualified to judge, that a small but judicious
those fervent wrestlings witlkthe angel of PcnielI have been elected OfficersHon. TimothyPick’ - incor. the Agricultural Bank; to incor. the Hy- 2
! - Selection of tunes, in the same book with the
ering President; W(LLlAMBARTLE*Fr,Esq.Hon.
that are necessary W- extend the blessings of sal Thomas KitTridgk ; Hon. John Heard,! and
j draulic Machine Company; to prevent the taking
7
MARRIAGES.
Psalms and Hymns, would be useful in several re
of
fish
near
South
Hadley
falls,
on
Connecticut
vation ; and even without leaving that abiding? Ichabod-Tucker,Esq. Vice Presidents; —BenIn Boston,Mr. Derastius Clap,to Misss Susannah spects ; as it might contribute to restrain the too
j river; respecting the Penobscot river and bay fish- £Bowditch—Mr. Leonard Spaulding, to Miss Eliza-' common vagrancy of singing choirs and to give
inip'ression of the omnipotence of the Holy Spirit, janiin R. Nichols, Recording Secretary ;—Hon.
cries ; to establish the Canaan Ministerial Fund; pbeth Brown, of Sudbury—Mr. Edward Repouf,. of..
F permanency to the use of a standard set of tunes— ..
which is necessary to excite persevering exertionn Leverett Saltonstall, Corresponding Secretary ;—
a
to repeal a section of the North Brookfield incor- t]the firm of Bridge & Renouf, to Miss Eliza Meri- would be a great convenience to singers in the*'
Asa Andrews, Esq. Hon Thomas Stephens, Hon.
of any kind. When the grateful intelligencee Joseph Story, Esq. Andrew Nichols, Capt. William poration act; for facilitating trials in civil actions; am,
a
dau. of Mr.- Wm. M.—Mr. John Hidden, for choir, who might wish to'refresh their memories in
meets us that our fellow Christians in other andI Pease, Jun; Thomas M. Clarke, Esq. David How, additional to the Northwest river Canal corpora- nmerly of Newburyport, to Miss Margaret S. White. regard to the tune to be sung—and would be w In Malden, Mr. Wm.Tufts, to Miss Mary Tflfti.' help to many others in the congregation, who, by
distant parts of the church are enlivened and in-- Esq. Isaac Osgood, Esq. Jo'seph Newell, Eiq.•’ tion act ;■ additional to the several acts defining
occasionally casting their eyes upon the .tune,..
In Abington, by the Rev. Holland Weeks, Mr.
j Capt Paul Kent, John Adams, Esq. and Benjamin the powers and duties of Turnpike and Bridge
vigorated—that our fellow sinners are awakened
Corporations ; to prevent the destruction of Shad £Daniel Burrell, to Miss Polly Edson.—Also* Mr.i would be able to join in the performance, of this T. Reed, Esq, Trustees. "
to perceive their guilt and danger, and are crying
and Alewives in South river, in Marshfield..
JJesse Reed, to Miss Lucy J. Reed.
,, pleasing, animating&exalted part ofdivine worship
/’eb.
20.
A’i'nfj/ied
6iuines«.—-Bills—to
estaThe grand defect ofour public psalmody in ge- ‘
out, “ What shall we do?” our hearts must bee
In Providence, Mr.GeorgeW. Stimpson, of Wal
GLOUCESTER BANK,
. blish the Massachusetts Bay Canal Company; ad- doboro’, to Miss Susan Johnson, of Dorchester. '
neral is the want ofproper expression. Should a
harder than adamant, not to feel, and gloomy ass
A letter’ from Gloucester, respecting the late
te ' ditional to the act providing for the payment of
In Portland, Capt. William Fox, of Woburn, to> preacher deliver his sermon in an unauimated,
the-caverns of death-not to-rejoice in the. event;. robbery of the Bank there, says, it appears that
,
costs in criminal prosecutions; for tho better re- jMiss Margaret Wyman.—Rev, Allen-Greeley, off monotonous manner, not varying the movement,
but what though we feel, and what though wee the villians opened all the doors with false keys, gulation of prisons ; to regulate the fishery in Mo- *]Turner, to Miss Nancy Harris,—Mr. Thomas Lan or quantity, or tone of voice, nt-r,even observingtill they came to the door of the inner,vault, which natiquot river, in Braintree ; additional to the act ' c
rejoice ? IsChristian feeling, isChristian joy'of such” it sterns, they could not unlock, and attempted 'h
caster, to Miss Susan Burnham.—Mr. EzekielI the pauses, be his sermon ever so good, or his
to
a nature that it may be fast locked up in the bosom,1, force, as the lower hinge was found to have been■ to enable creditors to receive their just demands jHoole, to Miss Sapphira Low.—In Worcester,. Mr. pronunciation ever so exact, his hearers might
out of the good?, effects and credits of their debt- eSamuel Thwing, to Miss Lois Smith.—In Shrews sleep, and his labor be lost. So the best psalm
e
sawed
half
off.
If
they
had
passed
this
barrier,
the
and flourish there in obscurity ?. No. It must have
e ors, when the same cannot be attached by the I £bury, Mr. Nahum Nurse, to Miss Betsey Baker.— may be sung to the best tune, and every note, in
K* ordinary process of law; additional,'' to provide iln
j Petersham, Mr. Thomas Hargood, to Miss Elizai the several parts, be sounded with the utmost exscope—-it must expand—and exert its influence be specie and other property would have been expo«ed to their depredatiimi>.
for the public debt of the Commonwealth—pass- jHopkins.—In Norwich, (Con.) Mr. John Rogers,,, actness, and yet the performance have little inter*
yond the narrow limits where it first exists—else, it
II
.Wheeler, in whose possession, an amount of the
116 ed to b.e enacted.
(of' Groton,, to Miss Sally-Mallory.—In Cransfop,. esfc or effect.;.
,
. ,.
dWY. -’ChrisRanjoy spring* from Christian benevo
»- Glouceiter questionable money was' found, was
HOUSE, Feb. lfo
((Con.) Major Pardon Sheldon, to Miss Carolines,
H'w Abridgement of Dr. Watts,hat hem oxoculence—a principle that lives by exercise—and4 bailed oft Tuesday for 600 dollar’s. But was afBills passed tobe engn/Mk^To increase the - jKnfoht.—In Richmond. Mr. Otis iMauwni- ACBos-..
... ,i ted with a cautious and trembling hand and,
1
torwards
taken
again,
and
.required
to-give
birit-to'
.® . capital of
PluXa; ll^nk , uudit'ional to ton,
j
strengthens in proportion to it* expansion. A* is
’ would fain .hope, in a manner not to. offend the
to Miss Sarah D. Farrill.:
19 the ammnl of 5000 dollars, with two securities in
*
the act to provide for the debt of the Common- ■
The root. »uch iFtbe branch. And ifChristians wish
■ pions and judicious admirers of that justly, vener
'h that sum each. Not being able to find bondsmen
Bn wealth ; to., incorporate the Hydraulic Machine
ated psalmist, /n regard to Christian doctrine and
DEATHS.
:o to.this artiohnt, he has been committed.
to be nninteiTuptedly joyful, ’ they have only to
. Company for the manufacture of Patent Pump ■
The -.'afi token at Hartford, had been released. Valves ; to allow the Lynn I)ank a year to pay in I j In Boston, Capt. Jesse Inglee, aged 40—Mr, ; sen/imen/s, Watts remains unaltered Sc unimpaired.
Improve the numberless occasions of joy furnished,1
*
It deserves particular notice,that the numerical
on 1500 dollars bail ; but was again arrested, and
*
their instalments ; to regulate the Practice of Ii James Bodily, of Newburyport^ aged 20—Delia designations ofthe psalms and hymns,parts &stai>
them by the Providence of God, and exert them I is now held in confinement.
Adams, youngest dau. of Mr. Silas P. Tarhell, aPhysic and Surgery, in thii State. [()^r*j9y/Aw ■
t zas, retained,are the same as in Watts unabridged,
selves in prayer, in exhortation, and ’ in works of I
L
ged
two
years—Mrs.
Elizabeth
Cawthorn,
former
6i7Z no person not licensed by some Medical Society ' |
j No confusion, therefore, need ensue in a congre
1, I
. OBITUARY—Communicated.
Undisguised charity, to advance the glory of Cod,
/o pror/ue, con Aare /Ae ad qf fow /o recorer his I ly
* of Portland, aged 51—John Chase, only child gation should the minister use.this book, while
cf Mr. John C. aged 14 months—Mrs.. Abigail H, ■
Died, at Brookfield, Bey. Ephraim Ward
find the immortal welfare of their fellow men.
..II
p,, demands.] To incorporate the first Congregati- I .
’ the people are yet furnished wholly or in part with
Gray,
ag
d
40,
wife
of
Mr.
Sylvanus
Gray—Miss
senior
Pastor
of
the
first
church
in
that
town,
in
*n onal Parish in Milton,
“ Revivals of religion” are in the present age 1
Mary-Ahn Burt, aged 12 years—Miss Mary Wild, ;the common book.
I the 77th year of his age, and 47th ofhis ministry.
y* •
Tax on Sales at Auction.
The Selection of Hymns, from, various Authors
frequent. The wonder-working God is distinctly
, aged 24, eldest dau. of Jonathan and Mary W.—t’
Y
This vnnerablS servant of Christ, in the various
us
Feb. 17.---A bill to levy a tax of two and a half |1 JSusan Parkman, dau. of David and Susan Oliver, has been made with laborious care, al ter a perusal
seen in them. They furnish topics of delightful
•1 relation's of society, and during a ministry unusuu* per cent, on all sales at auction^ occasioned a de- J *
’ of.all the Hymns which the Compiler could, well
i
aged
16
months—Mr.
Joseph
Bray,
mer.
aged
44..
s- ally protracted, exhibited an amiable example of bate which occupied much of the time of yesler- ‘
converse in tho social and praying circles of beIn Roxbury, Elizabeth Dorothy, aged 8 years,’’ procure,and with repeated and solicitous revision. -.
I
Christian piety and virtue, and of ministerial
>a* day and this day. Mr. Tudor, of B. opposed the I ,
lievert, and of 'sweet meditation in retirement.
’
Of Tunes, as well as of hymns, it is much less
I fidelity and usefulness. In his preaching he was
as bill; and the question on’giving the bill a third youngest dpu. uf Mr. Stephen Davis.
Put why are they not still more frequent ? Why
In Braintree, very suddenly, Mrs; Sarah,'tvifog easy to make a selection than a collection. It,is.
y j evangelical, plain and practical:—in his intersr* reading was decided as followsFor it 46— | of Mr. Charles Hayward, aged 28—Mr. Nathanielj '.not expected, indeed, that singing-choirs will re4
are so many portions of the church still left, “ as
is j course with society, affable, affectionate, aud symn“ Against it 54. So the bill was lost.
"... strict themselves entirely to the use of the tunes '.
it ! pathizing. While his great object from the sacred
an oak whose leaf fadeth, and as a garden that
e<^
A bill to encourage the destruction of Bears, J Thayer, aged 70.------ In Charlestown, Mr. Samu- contained in this book, even in the churches, or
i el Walker, of Medford, aged 23.
hath no water.” Is it not because Christians arcfi desk was to testify repentance towards God, and passed.
/ congregations, in which the book may be adopt
I
In
Dorchester,
Deacon
Edward
Pierce,
aged
83.
faith towards our Lord Jesus Christ, his deportr^"
Feb. 18. A resolve from the Senate, granting a I
ed. The Compiler,however,is fixed in the persuatoo much inclined to forsake the fountain, and ment and:convcrsation among his people were of
I
In Dedham, Mr. Hezekiah Whiting, aged 91.
°* township of land to Phillips’ Academy, in Ando- I In Salem, widow Lydia.Peele aged 68—Mr. Ez
sion, that these tunes are of the kind of music the
hew out for themselves broken cisterns?—too
>o a uniform tendency to conciliate their affections
n’ ver, in consequence of its loss«'by fire, was read. I
best adapted to general use in the house ,of God.
ekiel
Howard,
member
of
the
senior
class
at
HaTI
and
win
their
obedience
to
the
truth.
Few
minmuch inclined to neglect prayer and thanksgiving, {
>D~ It was opposed by Messrs. Smith, of W. S.' Knee- [.
It Only remains for the Compiler humbly to
J i vard University and youngest son ofthe Rev. Be--'
JS" land of An. Tudor and Lt//le, of N. and advocated j zaleel Howard, of Springfield, aged 20.—Mr. Hen-;.
aiid wait, in a state of inaction for tho blessing •j isters have lived so long in such harmony and esKcommend this Book to the candor of the religious
■ teem with a people, or have been more useful and by Messrs. Hilliard, of C. and 7*AacAer and Swell, j
. <; public, with the devout hope, that it will promote
that follows only the importunate supplication—
1
ry
A.
Clark,
son
of
the
late
Capt;
Henry
Claric,.
**" !1 blessed in their labors. His amiable and-obliging
“o
of Boston ; but was negatived, 9,0 to 6.
their improvement and delight in the high praises
UO Lord God, forgive, I beseech thee, hy whom
m !{ temper, his benevolent and social feelings; his
t1*®
The act for the better regulation of the State ){ aged 29—Eleazer Pope, of the Society of Friends,;
jJ- i of God : and above All, to the favor of Hit, who
courteous manners, and catholic spirit, united Prison, was read a third time, and pasted to be’ )i aged 68.—In Marblehead, Mrs. Mary, widow of
shall Jacob arise, for tie is small ?”
1 I Deacon William Brown, of Salem, aged 78.—Inn . is “ fearful in praises,’’ and whose approbation Is
with
a
remarkable
degree
of
forbearance,
meek|
!k" engrossed.
We have no apprehensions that Christians will j
j the highest meed—with the fervent prayer, that
' ness and candor, rendered him an agreeable comrn*
The subject of protecting Members of the Gen- l Dedham, Maj. Aaron Guild, aged 90.—In Upton,
,
under his gracious blessing, it may contribute to
ever be too thoroughly persuaded of the inclfi- !: panion and friend; and endeared him to a numerMr. Caleb Vial, aged 70.—In Kennebunk, Mrs.
er" eral Court was referred.
of the advancement of his great salvation, and . to
ciency of human means for the enlargement of ous acquaintance. In him his family have lostta
a
—————— j Lucy, relict of Thomas Saunders, Esq. late.' of
.
the glory of bis adorable ?TamE.
I
Gloucester,
(Cape
Ann,)
and
daughter
of
Mr.
Jo
u£
most
kind
and
estimable
partner,
parent
h
guide
;
Zion, without toe ‘‘ mighty power of God.” But
AMERICAN CONGRESS,
seph Moody, of York.—Drowned, in a pond in , ftC?” The'prices are $15, 00 a dozen for the.
I his church and people an exemplary, prudent and
ad*.
It is very easy to conceive, what often in fact 00 j
v. I octavo size, tncludfng/ns Tunes; $7 50 fox the
Middleborough, Mass, on which they were skatI faithful pastor ; religion a bright ornament and
nd
In Senate,- Feb. 10.
io pocket size; Select Hymns separate, $3 50 per
' curs, that they may deduce wrong inferences from
to 1, support; Jc his country a-devout & upright citizen.
m.
The President communicated the annual reportt ing, Jeremiah and Sylvanus Wood, only- sons to
j_ dozen; Tones separate $5 00 per dozen. Orders
11- ;!
His death was tranquil and happy
full of of the Commissioners of the sinking fund. [05”flf , Sylvanus Wood.—In Lewiston, Capt. Robert Wilthis doctriue, and encourage themselves in an in_ i solicited, and credit allowed by the publisher
(0 j! Christianhope and consolation-;—a privileged and
nd appears by this report, that the .amount of the U. jj son, late master of ship Bingham. In Swanzey,
dcdence equally offensive to God and injurious to
(N. 11.) Dr. Ezra Thayer, aged 49.—In Weathers-’ Sampi?l T. Armstrong, Nd.50, Corrihill,Boston>.
iiutrnctive acene to all. beholding.
Stales
debt,
Jah.
1,1818,
tnu
nine/y-ntne
mt'llions,
i
their own spiritual welfare. It is obviously their
!,r jI
“ //u
him in hisfinal hour !
four thousand and eight hundred dollars, andfifty-’ jj field, (Con.) Ezekiel Williams, Esq. aged .83—In
duty to “ pray without ceasing,” and “ to give
j Windham, (Con.) Mr. Bela Robinson, aged 29.—
to. I
w His final hdur brought glory to his God /”
one cento.]
f *' TY P. & C. WILLIAMS, No. 8, State-Street,
thanks alway,” for God has so commanded them
® |
45
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Feb. 12. —A bilk to increase the salaries ofcer-. 'I On Long Islandj (N. Y.) Hendrick Suyham, Esq.
V I JL1>• -have just received for sale, price $1,00.
iv
I *rsT4le^4^>o)f>—1» Plytofrath, Mau. oh the 1st tain Judges of the Courts of the. V. S. read twice,. aged 81>—Ip Philadelphia, Rev. Absoloin Jones,- I
tb do—and any notions of didine sovereignty
it’ 'I
The Deity of Jesus Christ eosentiiri to
l. Rector of the African Episcopal Church of -St;
■ of Jan. Y818,thfR$v, W/lliam S. Torrey, was
ras
.
HOUSE, Feb. 10.
~ ! the Christian Religion: a Treatise ontheDiviniwhich interfere with this duty, are not merely sus*" !I instalfoil'wp^Ilie third Con gregational Church
Thomas, aged 72.—In Marlborough, Miss Mary
■ch
A Message was receiygd.fsm4be Przeidcn/,.
a. .'ty’W our Lord Jwufc Christ; written originally
1***“ but clearly false. We have no hesitation
»n ,L and
pfoce. The Jlpv.'. AJr.'Hirptat* I by-*his Secretary, Mr; •f<\LjS«fl2ee, respecttng theb I! Bigelow; aged 18.—In Sutton, Mr. John HSctha-’
in 1 in French, by James Abaddie, I>. l>. and Dean
e- ■, iugton, M l^^kuvater, made the introductory
>ry disbursements of the monies appropriated to re-. , way. His death was occassibned by sleeping .in
in saying, that the hopes of the church with re:h- I building and furnishing the President’s Ho.use ; i a new plastered room with a kettle.of charcoaEH-; | ’■ of Killaloe, in Ireland. A new edition.of the En
of '1 Prayers the Rev. Mr. Weeks of Abington, preachgard to her future glory depend on the prayers of
in I oVsh translation. Revised, Corrected, and. in a
! ed Hutfsertnod, ifetm Acts 20. 20. And how I kept
rp/ I and their inadequacy to meet the objects of the; ■ In Andover, Miss Charlotte Long, aged 27.—In
tier members; aud in proportion as prayer and i
,r ■ few places Abridged, by Abraham Booth, A.X.
/Attf* tnu profitable unto you. The
he | Legislature. He recommends, .that some publicc- 1 Harvard, Mrs. Sarah, wife ofMr. Jerome Gardner,
n2 I Pastor of a Baptist Church in London,
othercorrespondent exertions are neglected, those
sc '; ltev; MnW&tef, of i’lympton, oflered the consese- j agent should be charged with the care, duringr and eldest dau. of Mr; Jacob Haskell.—In Menjy
- The doctrine of our Lord's Eternal Divinity
ij. '! rratiEg p/ayer ; (he Rer. Mr. Richmond, of Ilalidi- J the occasional absences of the President, of theB don, Capt. Samuel Holden, aged 31—a-worthy
hopes must decline. If the proposal of Mr. II.
n_ having been, on different grounds, the object of
i_
officer
of
the
revolution.—In
Leicester,
Cape.
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fax,
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the
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the
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;
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Rev.
Mr.
dr.
I
valuable
articles,
such
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plate,
Sec.
in
the
Presiabove quoted, were generally adopted hy the j
3t. long and violent opposition ; many learned, io*
it uekOxford,jun.aged81.—In Sturbridge, Jan 31st.
I Colbouriij'hfiAbington, expressed the fellowship
fiip I dent’s House, and have authority to transfer it
children of God, there is no doubt, that instead °*
of 1 of the chorchW'; and the Rev. Mr. Paine, of Mid
n
genious,
and able pens have been engaged in dc-'
id- I from one President to another;—to have also thee Capt. Elisha Allen, aged 58.—In Northampton,
a’ fence of that capital truth. . Few however, have
comparing “ too daughter of Zion to a cottage in *‘ dlcborongh, offered to God. the concluding prayer,
er. superintending care of the Capitol, and other pub-i- Mr. Lewis Butler, son of Mr. Simeon Butler, a;t
repelled
tbs, adversary with those powers ol gtn»
ged
18.—In
Westhampton,
Mr.
Phihehas
Barllet,
id
.
The
day
was
fine
;
the
harmony
of
the
church,
ol
a vineyard, a lodge in a garden of cucumbers, and ;
, of lie buildings ; and suggests the propriety of making
WL ius, and that force of argument, which were eraj j_ 1 the precinct, and of the council, was entire. The
e* aged 53—Mr. Edmund Bridges, aged 19.—In New'he J it explicitly the duty of the Superintendant of the?
a besieged city,” we should have occasion speedia.i- ployed by Dr. Abbadie in composing this admifir bury, widow Mary Merrill, aged 85—Sarah'Bai- solemnity, was enhanced by a recollection of
of
|
Public
Buildings,-with;
authority$fo
employ
one
or
ly t y rejoice in beholding “ peace extended to 1 “ what we have heard and known, and our faI ley, aged 93.—In Newburyport, Capt. John able Treatise.—Far from contenting himself with*
fa- | more persons under him. Read, and referred,
her like a river, and glory like a flowing stream.” I theirs have told ns-,” that the Lord did for the first
March, aged 58.—In Providence, Col. George R. dogmatical assertions, and equally far from amusirst
JWi'li'/ary Editcalion.
[r. iog his readers with .c.urious metaphysical specuI settlers^ in this place. Had those venerable an
|
Burrill, aged 48.—In Griswold, (Conn.), Mr.,
in- I
Feb. 13.—After some discussion, it was voted,
92 lations, on the grand Subject-of his inquiries ; he
t- Isaac Herrick, aged 98. He had 11 children, 92
THE RUSSIAN UKASE.
cestors been present, in reality, as they were■ in ! that the Committee on Military Affairs be instructpj, ! the remembrance of their grateful children, it: is
is . ed to inquire iuto the expediency of bringing in a grand children, 182 great grand children, and(j1 lias recourse to the testimony pf God—to that'
The Ukase of the Emperor Alexander, which
,ne Revelation which Jehovah, has made of himself
' believed, they Would have rejoiced in the goodit of the fifth generation. He left two brothers, one
o'dbill
embracing
the:
following
principles,
viz.
That
we published last week, wRl probably give occal,;s in the Bible and to those deductions from it, which
a* j; ness of God, for preserving to their posterity the
the • in all applications hereafter, for admission of ea
i- aged 93 and one 81, both of whom were at ’his
i,r- are natural, clear and conclusive, 'l’hns he
sion 10 more “conjectures” respecting the real
ial .- same guspel, which they had bequeathed to them
;
a
funeral.—In
Shoreham,
(Vt.)
Mr.
Janies
Fisk,
forrn ; , dets into the Military Academy of West Point,
I.) proves that Christ is a Divine Person, and equal
s, merly of Worcester, aged 60.—In Salem, (N. J.)
ed and to toil, with holy ajtprobation, they would
designs of the monarch, than have been indulged
uldgg preference shall be given to the Sons of the officers,
_In with the Father ; without pretending to know, or
:e Mr. Henry Pratt, a black man, aged 106.------In
ing non-commissioned officers and soldiers, who were
heretofore. The friends of vital pietj- will rejoice . have added their paternal benediction, giving
52. attempting to investigate, the modus Of his Dii- Milton,Mrs. Ruthy, wife of Mr. David Sumner, 62.
! killed in battle, or died in the service of the Uni! gi°ry to God.
in the evidence furnished them by this instrument
ly vine Personality. In regard to the former, ho
Dt |
OnWedifesday last, the Rev. David Oliphant
;o jI
At New-Haven, on Saturday last, suddenly,'
LN*r ' ted States, in the late war, giving a-preference to
ro firmly believes that the Scripture is full, explicit,
of the purity of Alexander’s news in the steps he
it i General David Humphreys, a hero of the .Revolie i. was installed Pastor of the second church in Bevev- those least able to educate themselves, and best
sn. peremptory; in reference, to. the latter, he c«nslI lution, and one of our most valued countrymen.
had previously taken to diffuse the principles of ’! erly. Introductory Prayer by the Rev. Mr.Dana,i, 01
of j qualified for the military profession.
je_ decs tho sacred. Canon as entirely silent; and, to
;Je
!
Marblehead;
Sermon
by
Rev.
Dr.
Porter,
ProfesI
Gen.
H.
was
formerly
the
friend
and
Aid-defe^7 i
General Bankrupt Bill.
Christianity among his subjects, and through the
ras dispute what Eternal Veracity asserts, because it .
it ; Camp to General Washington, by whom he was
* sot ofSacred Rhetoric hi the TlieologicalSeminarj
ary I
The House, on motion of Mr. ifopt/zuon, went'
world; They will rejoice in so clear a recognition
■ap is above the power of reason to comprehend ; or..
on J at Andover; ConsacratingPrayerby the Rev. Mr.
i- .; appointed Minister Plenipotentiary to Portugal,
Mr. into committee of the whole, on the hill to esta14 • 1° endeavor to discover what God has not revealof these Cliristian doctrines for which the Reform
m- ! Tliarstm. of Manchester; Charge by Rev. Dr. W'ofot ■ blish a uniform system of Bankruptcy throughout
it '■ and afterwards to Spain. He passed nearly 14
u . ed of himself,he looks upon as irrational, presurapers contended so earnestly, and bled so freely—
- ' cester,of Salem; RightHand of Fellowship by Rev
years abroad, in Various Diplomatic Missions;
evl j the United States.
he tuous, and highly criminal.-—Preface.
e(j j; Mr.Emerion,of Salem; Concluding Prayer by Rev
id ' and on his return to this country, in 1802, he
ev. I
The hill is very long, filling fifty-four printed
doctrines offensive to btiman pride,—aud discarded
the 1
“jfOTICEc ~
4
brought with him,, by. the special favor of . the
! Mr. Edwatuk, of Andover. The pleasing unanimi- ; folio ’ pages. After the reading of it was ended,
by thousands of professing Christians, but yielding
°S ji mity of the Chiirch and Society, and the excelKing of Spain, a hundred of the finest Merinos,
cel- : the committee rose, and had leave to sit again,
w»- rpHE CONSTITUTION of the American Soglory to Jehovah. We cannot -permit ouiselves
es I■ lence of the services, conspired to render it a veq
ttCe
JL ctel.y for. Educating Pious Youth for the Qosery < The MilitaryAppropriation Bill, has passed bothth He had the honor of being the fn-sj;- to introduce
n. !j interesting scene t o all the friends of Zion present
r. that inestimable race into the United States. As
to-snspect tltL illustrious Prince of pride,in “ hamAp pel Ministry, as revised at a late meeting of the
:nt. ' Houses. By this decision, the officers of the ari Ordination.—In Utica, (N. Y.) 4th instlRev.
j. ;. a distinguished Patriot, hi? memory will always
Society, may be found, at the Bookstore of Cnntv
ev. my who have been brevetted. are-denied extra albling biattejfso eloquentlyand though ae ate
' e •; Sasuee A. AiK(j,0Ter th'C Prcibyteriiui Church
I be cherished by the friends of our country.
ch. ■ lowance of wages.
mings & Hilliard.
Feb. 24.
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Capt. Smyth mentions the same of topBashaw’s
Ohe indication of their good capacity, and a ! imp;
impartial acc.ountto God for all his actldris, words dance
da:
both in and oh the surface of the earth, in
hearing causes, as Doctor Holland relates of Alt certain degree of knowledge, is, that when Capt. 1 and thoughts, and from his awful tribunal sink to chi
chrystals of microscopic size to half an inch di?.m«
Pasha. The meanest person pleads his own cause Smyth was on his travels, and took his astronomi- 1 hell or rise to’heaven,; so must we! And surely it etc
eter.'! Sulphnrets ate" common, besides the snl- ‘
before him, with a freedom that would astonish a cal observations, the natives, in their way, made beci
becomes him to improve every moment in prtpar- phi
phuret oflead. The lead ore is strongly impreg
From the Newark, (N. J.) Messenger.
European ; thus the Bashaw becomes acquainted • theirs also. This.is peculiary the case with those ii ing for eternity; truly it does us ; And God grant nated
nal
with arsenic, and it contains a very small
that this awfully solemn scene may be improved qu:
quantity ofsilver.”
Ftwes written for Ihe Gongrego/ien
Basking- with much of the private history of his subjects.— J who traverse the Deserts; a profession which re- thal
'The tract which abounds in lead ore, it is obvi
ridge, Jt. J. e» the death of their talc Potior, This, however, is a kind of superior Court of i quires, in fact, much the same kind of knowledge 1 by ius, to deter us from crimes,.and prepare for the
Appeal, iu difficult cases.
In general, the I as navigation. One evening, as they were travel- dec
decisive Judgment.
oui
ous, is as large as the county of Berkshire. In it
the Ret. Dr. Roukrt Fraucv.
Kay a, or Administrator of Justice (at the present I ling in the dark, and had missed their way, they
every citizen has an interest, l or, as it is public
tt : r: —i
ev<
I xint, how mysterious are thy way*!
moment a Russian) sits every day from noon till i were all on the look out for a rising star. On
property, it may with proper regulations become
PIPS1SS1YVAY,
OS
PYROLA.
How dark thy providence appear* ;
three o’clock, at the Castle Gate to hear causes. I seeing Duhhe,, in the Great Bear, they'gave,
■ '
hia
highly valuable to the United States. In the gen
Which turn* our songs of joy and prahe,
’
He
is
surrounded
by
the
instruments
and
execuI
a
general
shout,
.and
proceeded
on
their
way
in
rg^
To mournful shroils I and groan*! and tear*!
>
published several articles-respect- eral
era correctness ofthe-accountyou may. place full
tioners of justice, as instant punishment follows security.
A■ [Since
.. we have
confidence*.
‘jr h*
Yours, &c.
.
.
‘
coi
Our piinir Patter !—faithful friend—
conviction ; with the exception of capital punish
The climate of Tripoli is, by the Europeans re11ing the virtues of this plant, there has been
.Jan. 13,3818.
Our children's guide we now deplore !
ment, which is very rare, and never inflicted but sident there, considered as healthy. The most
nmuch enquiry on the subject, and we are re
Torn from our fond embrace, to end
for murder, oflences against the government, and prevalent d iEeases are, opthahriia, chrouic rheuqquested to re-publish,. for more general informa
A SECOND GEN.J»UTNAM.
His day*on a far distant shore.
adultry ou the part of women. Every man, even
mutisms, while swellings, and leprosy. Opthalj
tion,
the following statement of Gen. Varsum,
Gojien, (Jf. I'.) Feb. 10.
And shall we never—never meet
a slave, pleads his own cause, with the greatest mia is Very much aggravated by the white wash
. •4 Bear Hunt.—The following account of a
In this blest court, where oft be trod ?
freedom. The Kaya’s situation is supposed to be ed walls. The leprosy forms bloches; sometimes
aand the description of the plant which follows:]
Bear Hunt affords an instance of persevering in
No more, hi* voice in accent* sweet,
lucrative, as he settles disputes between govern healing up and then breaking out afresh ; fre
A GANGER CURED.
trepidity rarely to be met with in any individual.
From the Middlesex (Mats.') Gacette.
tre,
, Excite our souls to fly to God ?
ment and the Arabs.
quently forming a continued sore. Medical and
gSir,—Considering it a duty incumbent upon
The Bashaw’s intelligence, activity, and deci chirurgical knowledge is very limited; the native 1•
No more for us shall he engage
. .On the 29th January, a bear was caught and
taken from its den, in Warwick Mountain, after
ded character, have given him an extent of terri physicians are few, and have but little practice, eac
In earnest, ardent, wrestling prayer?
each individual of society, to do all in his .power
a vigilant search of eight days,by a party of hunts
tory and power of which no other African Poten owing to the general health of the inhabitants. to jpromote the health,! prosperity and happiness,
That Ged would bless the sacred page,
tate can boast. His line of coast reaches from a- Their princ ipal methods are bleeding, scarifying, of ;all his fellow-citixens, I will state to you the men
™e from Warwick. The bear had taken shelter
And shield hi* flock from every snare ?
in a declivity of rocks of about forty feet depth.
bout Gerba, long. 11, toPalumba, long. 27 E.: at burning and cupping. As they depend chiefly on C0E
commencement, progress and cure of a most disNo more shall he, with angel-smile,
Attempts were first made to get him out by
the
eastern
extremity
of
which,
his
eldest
son
topical
remedies,burning
is
much
used.
The
irons
tre:
tressing
disease,
which
has
occurred
in
my
own
gm
hind up the humble, broken heart ?
smoaking, &c. but without effect. Dogs were
lives
in
a
state
of
rebellion
against
him
;
but
he
for
this
purpose
are
of
different
sizes,
with
figures
fan
family. If you think it worthy of a place in-ycur
'1 he sick man’s pain* no more beguile,
has nothing to fear from that quarter. To the In
at the ends; and are applied, to various parts of paj
paper, I have no objection to its being madeypub- then
j sent into the hole, but they eitlier retreated
Or to the widow's wants, impart ?
at his terrific aspect,or were destroyed by his grasp.
terior, the Bey of Fazzari is ofhis appointment,and the body, red hot, so as to raise a blister. They jjc.
lie:
&
it
will
afford
me
great
consolation
to
learn,
\,
Ob no! he bows to death’s fell stroke 1
,At
pays him tribute ; the Emperor of Bornoil was al have an aversion to medicine taken internally, tlm
that the application that wrought the cure has had
-c length the Huntsmen finding all attempts to
The grave demands him for its prey I
him from his retreat fruitless, blew the
so by him placed and established on his throne :
In ordinary cases of sickness, regimen is their the
the same efficatious operation upon Others in simi- frighten
1
The silver cord too'soou is broke,
rocks
over the hole, and came within about 16 feet
so that to the great river, in Iat. .15, through the grand resource. Amputations are quickly perfor- jar
lar
circumstances.
.
*
,•
Which bound bis spirit to its clay.
of the bear. These continued operations made
means of the Bashaw at Tripoli, a traveller might med; the arteries are not taken up ; but, when I About
/
seven years since,my wife was seized with ..
him
fierce and terrible. Alter the hole blown
pass with quite as much security and convenience the limb is off, the stump is thrust into hot pitch- I1 a
Oh ! might his honored ashes rest,
a ccancer on her ankle, which increased with con..
through
the rock was sufficiently large to admit
Within these consecrated wall* I
as men of enterprise generally require, in setting In public executions fir theft, the offending hand | sjd
siderable rapidity,arid was attend^ ^Itli'pain ; it
..
the'body of a man, John Ward, jr. crept into it,
out oh their researches.
Where he, so oft bis flock address’d.
is chopped off, and the arm Jmmediately put into I{ con
continued sorely to affect her fpr rifocSSHbsjdpri
w
g
His jwrtiality to the English (accounted for by hotEj^lU-.
And urged his lender gospel calls
■ i"g ahi»h
iib pains were'^aftSSSP^auj
(W i iniltiinraffiT«-y
the Moors, when Mck^ are imposed on by the Mar- hes
best advice from those welfreersed in, medicine > but without effect. He descended the second
Still, his sweet accent* we should hear!
i* our naval character, mid
From the cold tomb hh voic* would rise,—
/ cumstances -ofMalta) seems equivalent to'an in- i abuts, who sell them charms arid amulets. They aD(
and surgery. It was twic^attempted to eradicate
time and shot him in the fore legs ; the bear at
vitatioii to some English travellerhave no poor houses or hospitals.
“ My monmtng friends { my children dear!
it 1by the application of vegetable cftusticks; and
„c fire advanced towards the mouth of the hole,
each
The Jews are never admitted to any govern
(To be boncluded.)
ma
many other applicatimjgwere unsuccessfully made.
** Prepare to meet me in the skies.’*
but Ward was not to be intimidated ; he descend
ment employment-. They apply themselves to
The limb became weax," and at times much swol- ed. ,again and shot the ferocious beast in one eye.
Th
If sainted spirits e’er descend
trade, and the Moors cannot traffic without them.
len.
ADVICE FROM A CRIMINAL.
len She had in a measure, lost hejr<^peiite,and
To this low world, of sin, and pain,
Ward was now drawn out, the hear fiercely fol
The Bashaw when he buys jewels, ftc. has them
her whole sjstem seemed on the decline.- The
jow
———
hei
To soot he the sorrows of a friend ;
lowing him; he instantly seized a rifle from the
first valued by a Jew. Providing the Haram
sore was deep and broad. In this situation we
From Spooners' Vermont.Journal, Feb. 2.
sor'
And turn their low to Azaren/y gain. ■
hands of another Huntsman, and discharged its
with Wearing apparel is entrusted to Jewish wo
commenced/the
application
which,
produced
the
I
The execution of Samuel E. Godfrey, will take cor
contents into the head of the animal which proved
O come ! commission’d from above !
men. The"Jews have nothing to do with agricul
cure.
The
principal
ingredient
is
an
evergreen
!
£a^
fatal. He measured six feet from the nose to the
Bid each rebellious patrion cease ;
ture, not even in country places ; but follow han place at Woodstock, on Friday, the thirteenth l caI
plant, whbh is to be found in all the northern I enJ
end of the tail, and weighed three hundred and
Inflame our soul* with Jcsur’ love 1
dicraft and jewellery. Though severely taxed, inst. between Ihe hours of 10,- in the forenoon,and 1i F,
States,
in
yoodlands
which
produce
a
mixture
of
a
thirteen pounds.
.
And fill our hearts with sacred peace.
their condition here is better than in any other 3, in the afternoon. The following letter addres- 'I oak
sed to him by a Convict in the State Prison, it is j ol^ and pile timber.. It is by different people called
part of Africa. They have a Cadi of their own
Thy grace, O Ix>r<! ! we pray impart,
presumed, will be interesting to the public.
II eygr bittei sweet,winter green, rheumatism plant,
A LOST FEMALE.
nation to settle all their differences. They are
This sore, afflictive load to bear 1
&c.; the botanical name of the plant ispyroia.—
Nkw-York, Feb. '1.
very litigious among themselves but neither active
DearSir,—The acquaintance I formed with you We mad/ a strong decoction, by boiling the pyrola
'While with united voice, and heart,
nor brave. It-is a sirtgular fact, that the people of whilehere in your confinement^ the various letters j jn
We thus prefer our solemn prayer :
in .pure yater, placed in a vessel containing con*A youug girl arrived from the country in one of
this nation are always compelled to perform the I wrote for you, and the favorable representation I sjj
,
siderabb
quantity of pulverized roll sulpher, and < the sloops which navigate our rivers; with a view
Since in thy righteous, sovereign will.
office of public executioner. There is a wall in' of your case as you frequently communicated to _0,
ponredyfhe decoction upon it, boiling hot. Mrs. i of £getting a place. While the sloop remained in
Our dear Elijah is removed,—
,
the Castle for this purpose. On one side, the me, all led me to hope that -in the exhibition of .1, ya
Vamuij, took a small quantity of the decoction, , the river the girl continued on board, but when
His place beneath thy throne, to fill.
Jew fixes the rope to the neck of tlie criminal; it justice your liberty would he received, and life jn^
interridly, two or three times a day ; babied the ) about
a x departing she took her trunk and called a
And sing, and share his Saviour’s love :—
and requested'hmrttr show her a place
is then thrown over the wall, where severalothers secured; But, alas! the scene is the reverse ; in- I defective part & parts adjacent to it several times ; porter,
P°r
O 1 let his heavenly mantle fall!
where she could procure lodgings. The porter
stead of liberty and life, Confinement arid death. II jn
pull him up without seeing who it is.
in .a diy, and kept a cloth wet with it constantly | w“'
His spirit let that prophet share
The Moors apply to trade,to the manufacture of
The interest I felt for you, and the impressions on
on theanlde. She took about an ounce of common ! took her to a house ofill fame, and, in the course
To whom this Church shall give a call;
muskets, pistols, barracans and slippers, to the which your sentence has given me, together with me
salts, every second day: the decoction I of the night, the girl, discovering where she was,
And make us thy peculiar care.________________ dying of cloth and skins and embroidering on a desire to communicate the sentiments of my medicinal
made her escape, leaving her trunk behind, her.
I wa
was renewed as occasion required. We com- I ™a'
in the city, sfie wandered about, half
leather; ftc.
mind, induces ole at this time to address you: and I' me
merited this system of operation about the middle I A
A stranger
8
8 ~
MICELLA NY.
The Wandering Arabs have charge of all the how to treat the subject on which I wish to write, | of
of April, 1815, and pursued it with unremitting I distracted, during one of the most inclement nights
without shelter; and being attracted by a light
agriculture, and rearing of cattle. They are at a I hardly know. But knowing your situation, car
care aqd attention, without variation. In a very w*t
BARBARY STATES.
which was burning in an unfinished place of woivast distance from civilization. They learn to and the awful scene before you, permit me to fcv
few days frpm the commencement ofthe operation, Yy
read one board, with part ofa prayer on it; where write plainly and concisely.
ihe' patient began to realize the beneficial effects ship,
?®*l where the workman were watching the fires
From the Religious Intelligencer.
j as the Moors read portions of tales; Their imple
used to dry the walls, she entered, and begged
The scenes through which you have passed, of
j : her appetite was restored; her pain was use
offil
both in the British and American wars,' have, |[ gradually
o.ra
permission
to rest on the shavings. Her situation
ments
of
husbandry
are
primitive;
and
their
metheradicated; she rapidly gained strength, Pei
F. rtractt from some. recent communications made I
cd destructive ; for, as as soon as the land around doubtless, accustomed you to look on death in J
in body.and limb ; so that in less.than six and
ant story, added to an innocent appearance, ato the Church Missionary Society, respecting i them becomes less productive, and cattle have others with indifference; and the principles which |j both
wakened an interest in the workmen, who the
I we,
weeks the defective ankle was entirely healed and • wa
Tripofi, Tunis, Algiers, and opart of the In- i devoured all the pasture, they strike their tents you have imbibed, have, no doubt, helped to for- t: gau
day procured her a respectable place' at
sound, and her health completely restored. It is ! next
ne3
and move to some more fertile spot, where they tify your mind against every serious impression ; fI _05
and recovered her effects. There are
ferier of Africa.
now almost two years since this apparent cure was ; service
ser
remain until a similar necessity compels them to i and when I heard of your levity arid apparent in- J! eg(
doubtless, many villainous practices used to lure
effected
;
and
we
have
the
greatest
consolation
1
In a letter dated Feb. 17th, Mr. Jowctt writes :
retire.
the unsuspicious into places of infamy.; they
consideration, since the fatal sentence has been |I of
of
learning
from
her,
that
she
has
not
felt
a
single
j
Since I last wrote to you on the subject of North '
The Jews a nd Christians are much despised but denounced, I could not refrain from weeping in :j twj
be watched, and the culprits punished on
twinge of the disorder since that period; we do I should
8ho
Africa, 1 have received farther intelligence res- ' allowed the free exercise of their religion. Their \ view of your situation. And is riot eternity a re- ■
detection.
• therefore confidently hope, it never will return.
ae*
pecting Tripoli.
funeral processions are invariably treated with re ality ? and will not your state be unalterably fix- jI jy
Mrs,Varnum,now
enjoys
remarkable
good
health,
I
1 am happy to say, that, from good authority I • verence.
ed? and-can you not relinquish the intoxicating {| ffir
for a person of her age. Some people may object I
iFanJfcr.—The Albany Argus gives a list of 3J
learn, that travelling is by no means so hazardous
The Mahqmcdan Priests are comparatively few cup, arid think a moment on what awaits you'?
to
incorporated banks in that state, exclusive'of the
to making a thorough experiment, in cases similar inc
in the Regency of Tripoli, as those may be ready ■ and very little expense to the community, there
My dear Sir, had 1 not experienced the effects '' |O
U. S. Branch Bank at N. York. The aggregate
to Mrs. Varnum’s, on account of the simplicity |[ U.
to think who content themselves with a general : being no established tithes ; for though the Pro of temptation, and know to my great grief and | ani
amount of their capital is $24,38,000 ; to which
novelty of the prescription. But however 1i am
ret i.urr of the BarLary States. The Bashaw is on ' phet left an injunction that every Mussulman sorrow the strong holMsof fee adversary^ I should 1 and
n.,
novel and simple it may appear, and however I the
the State has added the sum of JCO.’.SOO. T he
rac best terms with Great Britain ; so that our . should devote a tenth of his property to charity, riot write thus plain fTJtii while 1 am reaping the {I jne
of the Argus supposes the amount of capi
inefficient it may prove with others, Mrs- Editor
Ed
countrymen would be sure of his protection ; and I the mode and object are left to biz choice. The bitter fruits, and thest surrounding walls wit- |i ya
tal actually paid in to be at least 15,000,000 of
Varnum and myself, with our family, have tai
this, from the nature of bis Government, is a suffi- ' priest, consequently, depends on his personal pro nesting against me, I calnot refrain from warning I
' abundant reason to rejoice and bless the Su- dollars.
do!
cient recommendation, in his dominions. At this J perty, and on voluntary contributions. In coun- you of the fatal snare.
j
I preme Arbiter of Events, for the wonderful effect I
jBanks in Maryland.—1Niles’ table contains a
moment, the British Consul and a Naval Officer ,I try places, they thrive well. They are not bound
You know, Sir, what passed between us in the j
thro’ the beneficence of DivinePrevidence, list
list of 20 banks in Maryland, exclusive of the
are on an excursion from Tripoli to Lcbida, an ■ , to celibacy. Their office is, to promulgate the frequent opportunities we had together, and sd- ’} which,
it ■has had in her case. And I am sanguine in the bra
branch of the National Bank, the aggregate au
ancient son-port, about sixty miles eastward, in J Koran, and as they express it the Verbal Laws pf though 1 expressed and felt my anxiety for your ve]
belief, that if early arid undeviating experiments the
thorised capital of which amounts to 13,400,000
search of Antiquities, which the Bashaw intends I Mahomet.
deliverance, yet you knew riot my heart; and of ,the kind be made, they will prove efficaoious in ji dol
dollars, and of which there has been paid in
a* a present to the Prince Regent. This is apoint 1
Every house in Tripoli has a piece of colored while I wrote, agreeable to your request, favora- j mo if not all cancer cases. J. B. Varnum.
| g,2
8,206,595 doflars.
of taste, which of late, cten Turks have learnt of :j glass in the window, or the figure of a hand paint ble to your friends, I trembled in fear of the de- j most,
JDraco/, April 9, 1817.
European travellers.
ed on the wall to keep out the evil eve. The cision. But now your doom is sealed, be entreat
Newspapers.—The Albany Argus has publish
bhould vaccination be introduced (a subject to ' graves of Priests are sanctuaries ; from which a ' ed to listen to the voicetof reason, and no longer
ed a list of all the newspapers printed in the state,
DESCRIPTION OF PIPS1SSIWAY.
which I alluded in a former letter), it will most j man cannot be taken, although he may be starv- view this world as yorir home, but go with all
robably be done on a large scale, ii by authority. (! ed there! It is observable of Turkish Festivals, your aggravated transgressions to Him, whose
From /As Bridgeport (Con.) Courier.
■. together with the names of their respective edi
tors, and the places of their publication. Accord
I I might hazard a conjecture, however, things i that they do not interrupt business. The people arms of mercy are ever extended, and throw-yourAs considerable attention has been excited to ■ jn<l
ing to this enumeration, there are in New-York, 8
are not in that degree of forwardness, that any are very superstitious about fairies ; they do not selfat his feet,humbly acknowledging your wretch- the
the Pipcistaiea, or what is vulgarly called TYinler newspapers
®
published daily, 9 semi-weekly, and
public measure should be adopted for this year or I■ believe in ghosts. It is well known, that in maed condition, and feeling your dependence on him, :; Gr
Green, as a remedy for the Cancer, I have extrac- 79 weekly—total 96- Estimating their average
two. 'I he interval seems inviting to any one,who 1! ny Mahomcdan countries, it is usual to shut the
as your only Lord, Redeemer and Preserver.
1 tec
ted from Dr. Rees’ Cyclopedia, the following bo- 'i C(j
editions
at 500 copies, it will give about 12,000
should be willing to employ it in the study of ;I City Gates every Friday at noon, from-the belief
I know that your mind must be greatly agita- ■ tai
t&nical description of the Fprolaum5eUa/a, or C/m- jI ^a
i
daily,
72,000 each week, and more than 3,500,000
Arabic, with the design of afterward accompany- 1' ofa prophecy that prevail* among them, that the ted, and the adversary will say that you mtist del
belled Winter Green. Umbelled signifies that the ! jn
in a year.
ing a Mission into the interior of that Regency ; I Christians will take them by surprize on that day drown sorrow and disregard futurity ; but, my •' flo*
flower opens broad at the top like an inverted bell.
TAe Newspapers in Maryland according to the
supposing such a Mission, for the purpose of vac- i and hour. Capt. Smyth was several times detain dear friend, hark ! Eternity is at the door, and if 1‘ “
111It is a native of the woods in the northern parts ,1
same authority, amount to 18, of which 4 are pubcmation, to lake place : and 1 see no reason to ’ ed in T'ripbli by this circumstance, on a Friday.
you listen to his counsel you must soon meet his t, of Europe, Asia and America.—Mr. Prush found it i, ®a’
,
lished
daily, 1 semi-weekly, and t^e rest weekly
doubt, that such a measure may, in time, be j
Religious toleration prevails in Tripoli, iu a horrid yell in the regions of despair. O then,can fre
frequent in- dry woods from Canada to Virginia.-: ■
adopted. The first Mussulman prejudice* are higher degree than in Tunis, /Algiers or Morocco.
you not even now, at this late hour, ground the 1! Of the twelve different sorts, Dr. Sims asserts this i; _4 are printed on paper of imperial size, one on
medium, and the rest on superior royal. Ten are
overcome: for the Bashaw has allowed two of his |;
The Bashaw is himself emancipated from the weapons of your rebellion, have access to the ’ to be the most beautiful of all the Genus. TAe ' m<
republican and eight federal.
children to be inoculated: and the result proving ■ influence of the Priests. An instance of his supe- throne of grace, and find pardon and salvation.— |j ste
item is woody, a span high, somewhat branched, ICI
favorable, he is pleased with it.
i fidrity to tlie Marabuts (the common name of the Do not let such thoughts as these occupy your i an
^fewtpapert.—There are 13 newspaper estab
angular and tough. Leaves crowded together inA Christian Man accompanying such a party ' Priests and learned men) is related, such as would mind, that you have been so great a sinner that '1 to
lishments in the state of Vermont, issuing weekly
tb something like whorls, stalked, narrow obovat- li*
in the circuit which it would make, might see , have occasioned a revolt in Algiers or Morrocco. tberfe is no mercy; and do not consider that be- i ed
papers, of which 7 are republican, 5 federal, and
ed, bluntish, strongly serrated ; dark green, and pa
and familiarly examine every thing of a prelimina- |;• A Marabut one day presented himself at Court, .cause your provocations have been heaven-dar- veiny
ve
one religious. There are no Banks in that state;
above; paler beneath, about an inch and a on
ry nature which our Society wishes to know ; j and prophecied that the English would make war ing,and your crimes of the deepest dye, that there 1' ha
but one was chartered the last year.
half long. Flower-stalks terminal, solitary, three
bu
while, a* an interpreter his services would be tru- ,I oh them within a certain time. The Bashaw or- is no remedy. But God says, even to you, let the inc
inches long, reddish, bearing about five imperfect- Ij
-Runaway Patrons.—The printer of a paper at
ly valuable. Here be will see, with exactness, i, dered him into safe custody, prmising a reward if wicked forsake his ways, and the unrighteous man •. ly umbellate, simple, partial stalks, each an inch
B:
Bath,
N. Y. gives notice to his patrons, that he
the stale of the Makomedaa Schools ; for, in al the prophecy proved true, hut threatened if false his thoughts, and let him return unto the Lord, 1 foi
long, spreading rough with glandular pubescence. sh
shall hereafter publish the names of all such as
most every modern book of Travels, we read of five hundred bastinadoes. At the' expiration of and he will have mercy on him, and unto our |I J*l
Flowers larger than the other kinds, and drooping.
ni
runaway withodt paying the printer!
these. The gentleman to whom 1 am indebted <, the period the Bashaw’s threat was executed,
Gpd, and he will abundantly pardon.
I Pt
Petals orbicular, concave, cream-colored ; criai- . s
for information, upraises surprise that travellers .i
'liiere is, indeed, every indication of a general
Yon liaye had a very amiable and pious com- soi
son attbe base.—S/amens short, red, all regularly I
r/7ie Columbian Museum,
should not have chosen Tripoli, as the starting >, decay of Mahomcdan intolerance. Capt. Smyth panion, and very near and dear friends, who have i indexed.
ini
Anthers short, purple with white tubu- ]
place for exploring Africa.
was always permitted to enter the Mosques, only weeped and mourned over you, and whose hearts ' lai
lar pores, dilated and lobed at the. orifice. Ger- ' FI REMONT Street,next the new CourtrHouse,
There are persons iw Tripoli who have, been at taking oft his shoes at llie door. The Moors ate
is
open for the reception of Company every
must again bleed in view of the fatal hour ; and j jmen,
«i globose, green. Style thick and very short,
-*
Tmnbuctoo. With respect to NlhS. he says, that and drank with him v and this even in country O, what consolation Would they derive, even a- *bu
i Day, the Sabbath excepted and illuminated (more
but certainly present. 5/tgmst\ jjlfoicular, con- '
any may be bad by applying to the Bashaw.—> places; where they are more simple and strict, and midst their most piercing pkngs, could they have I ve
or less) five Evenings in the week, its contents are
verse, with five slight notches.'zS’lie American
01
< wnccruing the Jews, it is difficult to ascertain less familiar with Christians.
evidence that yon had, through humble repent- I sp
specimens are usually, less umbellate and more , collected from various parts of the World, consistiheir uumlmr; bMUwy ire found in every part of ,•
' *°<
ing of Natural and Artificial Curiosities, compris
Capjaiu Smyth visited about'seventeen of the ance and sovereign grace, found favor and mercy, !j rai
racemose than tire European.”
‘
"
the Regent v, with Synagogues. Very few of - schools m ink
ing as great a variety, and number, as can be
four of
appeared to be and that not only the dissolution of your body,but IL
fcj^Thii is said to be not only a remedy for the *ni
them accompany the Caravans ; their religion large, containing about thirty scholars each! They the red«tBp*MM>w^^reMuiT. dikSS1 B^li.------|| Ci
CSti/foy, bltt also for 'tile’ TSr^syjfflSrtfinay be — found in any Tnstltutiuii of the kind in tiie United '
forbidding them to travel on the Saturday, suffi : seemed pleased with his attention. Tjie Tea£>«
You must no longer read the Bible as formerly, Ii dr
drank as a substitute for Chinese tea, awl in this States. Good Music. Admittance 25 Cents.
ciently to keep up with the company.
i eris fiotalways a Marabut, His pay H generally but remember that the promises and denuncia- 'I mi
manner it has been used by a~. physiciai of very • «
(A lator communication, dated Malta, May 26, about leu bnckhemshicns a day ; eighty of which tions are nothing short of the word God, and will jI high
hi, standing in this country.HvmXnitai).
j! Earthen, China, and Glass fPare House,
conveys further intelligence ou the subject of being equal to a dollar, his daily pay is about assuredly be realized. And O, could you be so i
JVb. 52, Market-street.
Tripoli.]
j sevenpence-halfpenny English. His scholars sit happy as now to lay hold on the promises of Christ, I
LEAD
MINES
OF
MISSOURI.
J
1 OSIAH NORCROSS, respectfully informs his
I formerly acquainted you with some remarks.
all romd him, he being in the middle of the repent, and embrace the truth, how different I
town
arid
country customers, that he has just
From the Berkshire Star. I
With which I was favored by Rear Admiral Hr room. They have boards in their hands, which, would your views be; yofc could look forward I
received in addition to a complete assonrient of
Charles Pinroae, relative to certain Christian being first whitened with chalk, have sentences with calm resignation at your destiny, beholding |I Mr. Editor.—Your readers may have noticed I! ™
common WARE, a few crates of elegant R. P.
a motion lately made in Congress re?pc«tiug the ’ m
Tribes la the interior of Africa.
of the Koran written on them with charcoal. The every thing smiling around you,even on the brink j ?
: TEA&DINING SETTS,consisting of Plates,TwafSince that period, I have bad several conversa xpunging of the boards clean, and preparing them of the grave, anisay amen to the will of Heaven ; 1. laws relating to the Lead Mines of th^Missouri je
lers, Muffins, Dishes, covered Dishes, Soup and
These mines, as. property of the U. S.
g.
tions with the Adatiial ou the same subject; and, from time to time, is the master’s work, and must and although you must appear as an example and I' Territory.
11
Sauce Tureens, Fish Dishes, Sallad Bowls, NapI
are
the
subject
of
regulation
;
but
vary
.little
is
.1 „•
more recently, with an active intelligent officer, occasion no small labor and loss of time. Children expire in ignominy for the injured laws of God and !
pies, Butter Boats, Pickle Leaves, Custard and
known respecting them by the public. ,The fol- p,
-Capt. Smyth, ofthe uavy, who has lately return are taught to read these sentences, which is done inan, yet even amidst all yoirt sufferings, through <1 .1
Egg Cups, Peppers, Mustards, Salts,Fruit Baskets,
account, written by a friend of mine, who i &c. from $25 to 50 each.
ed from aa exploring tour in Africa. from the with great clamour and confusion ; very much as a compassionate and all gracious Redeemer, you, j' lowing
0
much in that Territory, will give ;! mUso, an additional supply ofrich CUT, GLASS,
materials which this officer has, with the utmost in the worst dames’ schools, in the less cultivated j can witness his justice, sing his praises, and be iI hasfravelled
bl
. the set, dozen or piece, to suit, purchasers; a
frankness, communicated to me, I am enabled to parts of England. As soon as the hour of prayer I prepared to glorify him forever.
|I some information. The mines are south of the I! l
by
give you the newest and most accurate account is announced from the Minaret, the youths de !
If God’s thoughts and ways were like ours,your, !! Missouri river, and commence a few miles from it. j! £a
few cheap Tea Trays, China Tea Setts, from 5 to
0;
of those parts. It is his desire that the knowledge camp, and the master is left to prepare tlie boards | case would indeed be desperate ; but they are asi j My
“ friend writes as follows:
| 25 dollars each; jappaiiued and silver plated CasI
“
The
tract
of
country,
called
the
Lead
Mines,
{
of the state of Africa may be as widely circulated for the next lesson.
I much above ours as the heavens are higher than | .
| tors, Table Mats, Hearth Brushes, Bellows, Entry
is about forty miles square, and commences about i tLamps, &c.
as possible, in order that others may be led to
Of the degree of learning professed by these I the earth, therefore with him there is plenteous, j; 18
5;>—
make further research. It is most probable, in Marabuts, re following fact, peculiarly deserving | redemption. He is plenteous in mercy to all that, ij thirty miles from the Mississippi, and extends to {I
This day received an invoice of assorted crates
dead, that his official reports, will lead to this be tlie notice of the British and Foreign Bible Society I call upon him. No higher terms are propoundedj ^the west. In all this tract it is supposed lead may ji oj
of superior quality and iq the best order, which
found, and it has already been found, in differ- he will sell at the lowest prices for cash.
ing done officially, lu the mean lime, our friends , will serve to give you some idea. Capt. Smylli, ! to you th an to the least transgressor ; for he thatt rbe
;
erit places through most of that extent. In some I
will be mdeh interested by the following Sketch, shewed to several of them the Arabic Bible. i believe th shall be. saved. The scriptures ate fullI jI c'
-N. B. Retail customers may have the Ware
| places it is washed out of the hills arid in the | gg
which he has enabled me to give of Tripoli—its ■ They readily., understood tlie characters ; hut i of encouragement.
safely sent to any part of the town free ofexpence,
roads by rains. It is found in digging from one to ;j
present government, the state of society, religion, none oi them could read it, as the vernacular j
I know that I am unworthy to advise or counsel[ I! rc
Feb. 30.
_______
. iitr.-iture, climate, ic. together with some ac tougne of all these parts is the jargon called Lin ! you,for I am a great sinner, and deeply polluted ;, II 8C
seventy feet deep. Generally there is a sand or 1 rock about fifteen feet below the sur- j
count of the Christian tribes, k of the slave trade. gua Franca ; and this Capt. Smyth was informed, ! but feeling interested for your happiness, I havej JI limfestone
American Society, itfe.
*11
j
face,
which
is
from
ten
to
twenty-five
feet
thick,
J
7
The population oi the city ofTripoli may be es was understood by some one iu most of the interi ! in candor and' seriousness addressed you ; and O, I
EMBERS ofthe American Societyfor Edu
generally, immediately below which, and as deep I 1
timated at about 24,000. It is now more than or caravans.
cating Pious Youth for the (rotpel Ministry,
■ may you be wise and improve the precious timei .I S*
thirty years that the Regency lu, been indepeud- '!
residing out of Boston, are requested to forward
Nptwithstauding the extremely wretched na ! allotted you unto salvation, is the earnest prayerr j! as has yet been tried, the mineral is found in a- |1 r<
j
bundance.
In
some
places
if
is
in
the
dirt
in
j
tl
eot of the Porto. The present Bashaw, Yosef ture ot their education, the youth generally shew ■ of your friend in tribulation.
I the amonnt of their subscriptions for the year
• * *******.
! b’
Caramanli. the third nt the Omnia nil family as gr^at aptness to learning. But this hopeful disj lumps of different sizes without any tilt upon it. j| ccomm-ncing Oct. 26, 1817, to the subscriber.
Dec. 20, 3817.
I In other places, and more generally, it is foundI j
cended Gm> throne in 1 <95. **».•-n »<?y So this, pqsifiou is as generally ! pt under; for, as soon
N. B. The- annual subscribers are reminded
REMARKS.
ftnd during some of the first yr-irs of his reign, his as any youth displays an opening mind, or enterwith what the people here call tift, whichi • tl
that the third year of subscription commenced
Godfrey has in him the sentence of death ; so, ;j covered
p*
character was studied with deep crimes. Much ■ prising spirit (for example in commerce,) he is have we ! lie is a transgressor of God’s law; so ji J*
is a species of spar, sometimes found chrystal fried.■ ,i COct. 26, 1.817, and those who have not yet paid
^pf hie enhsaquentimprovement is attributed to the . checked by his superiors ; as if it were dangerous are we ! He must u be saved by the washing of(■ j• The
spar is from one to four inches thick, cover-• I fifor the two preceding years, are parliculary re»t
/
pinene* rgrevts-d over him by a wife of Europe to leave him to the impulse of genius. Tlie con I regeneration and renewing of the Holy Ghost,”i II ing
quested to attend to this notification.
,n the lead, which is enveloped in it, like an egg’ j| q
an decent, whose death was much deplored by sequence is, that they seem to grow more stupid or perish ; so must we ! His time is short for this, t in
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11 the shell. The spar is also found without anyr I
hh subject*.
Poci 9. tf. 77f«tti<r«r, Ip. .VilcAjrnfj-Jluw
i great work; so is oers f Ila must soon give am, . lead. Quart?, (cr flint) re found* .in great abun-- j
as they grow older.
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